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S I L V E R

CHORD

Service to the grower, to the horticultural industry, whether direct or
indirect. That has been the objective of "Station" effort down through
the years, the first fifty years.
To serve its purpose the Horticultural Experiment Station is, in its
true sense, a "laboratory", equipped and maintained by the Province
of Ontario to investigate horticultural problems, whether of fruits, or
vegetables, or of ornamentals. These problems may be such that they
are of direct interest to the grower—varieties, planting, pruning, soils
and soil management, fruit maturity, pest control, and the like, or
of indirect, but equal interest and value—studies in processing, in
transportation and marketing. All such research work becomes increasingly
important as the problems of production and marketing become
more complex.
As well, the Station is a clearing-house for horticultural information, a
place to which the grower turns naturally for new ideas and research
results whatever their origin, whether elsewhere in Ontario or Canada,
from the United States, or beyond.
All this is service, the reason for the establishment of the Station. It
is service which, in the nature of things, the grower cannot do privately.
It is costly, increasingly requires personnel with specialized training,
and extensive and expensive laboratory equipment.

And it requires

the research worker's dedication to the idea that he is one of a team,
that the true objectives are the solution of problems, the origination
of new and better varieties, the manufacture of new or better products
from horticultural material, the quick dissemination of useful information
.
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HORTICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
AND PRODUCTS LABORATORY
The First Fifty Years, 1906 to 1956.
This 1955-1956 Biennial Report of the Horticultural Experiment Station and
Products Laboratory seemed an appropriate time and medium to review the first
fifty years of the Station.
Also, 1956 marks the end of 40 years' service by one Director, and the beginning
of a new regime with a new Director. That in itself suggests the fitness of the
present accounting of Station growth and service to horticulture, 1906-1956.
So here it is, a history and a stock-taking to which all present members of the
technical staff have contributed in some measure.

GENESIS
Fruit Experiment Stations
In The Twelfth Annual Report of the Fruit Experiment Stations of Ontario
(noted as being under the joint control of the Ontario Agricultural College and the
Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario) for 1905, there are several paragraphs
(pp. 13-14) of particular interest written by the Inspector of the Fruit Experiment
Stations, Prof. H. L. Hutt, O. A. C., Guelph.
"The Fruit Experiment Stations were established eleven years ago, primarily
for the purpose of determining what varieties of the various kinds of fruits were best
adapted to the different sections of the Province. At that time the fruit industry had
not anything like the commercial importance it has to-day. Planters were more or
less at a loss to know what was best to plant. Many of the older varieties were
proving unsatisfactory, and the hosts of new ones being introduced from year to
year only added to the general confusion of the planter. During the eleven years
that the stations have been established, our experimenters have been testing and
comparing the new with the old, with the result that the greater number of the
much-lauded new varieties have been found worthless, some have been recommended
for further trial, and a few have proved worthy of more general planting. In most
cases the experimenters are now in a position to speak with authority in recommending
the varieties most desirable for planting in their particular sections.
"In so doing the Experiment Stations have brought order out of confusion, and
because they have done so it might appear that they had accomplished their purpose,
and the work might now be dropped. The result of such a course would not be
hard to foresee; in a very few years we would be as far behind the times as we
were when the work began. Our aim must be progress, and our policy should be
to adapt the work of the stations to meet the requirements of the times. Inasmuch
as variety testing is concerned, this must necessarily be continued as a prominent
feature of the work. Our report should now give annually a list of the varieties
recommended for general planting from each of the stations, indicating those most
desirable for commercial planting, and those specially adapted for home use. Lists
should also be given of those varieties which have been fully tested and are not
recommended, stating why they should be discarded. Lists might also be given of
those varieties which are deemed worthy of further trial before placing them on
either of the foregoing l i s t s . . . .
7:

. . . "In the Niagara district a strong effort has been made during the past year
(1905) to impress upon the Government the necessity for establishing a large
Central Fruit Experiment Station for that district—one owned by the Government
and managed entirely for the good of the public, where more of the problems
confronting the fruit-grower might be worked out than can be attempted under
the plan of privately owned stations. This matter may be outside the jurisdiction
of our Board, yet an expression of opinion on the subject by this Board would not
be without weight. The growing importance of the fruit interests and the multiplicity
of the unsolved problems connected with it, well warrant the careful
consideration of the Government and the united efforts of the growers. Unfortunately
for the majority of fruit-growers, the Dominion Central Experimental Farm
and the Provincial Experimental Farm are both too far away from the tender fruit
belt to render as much assistance as they otherwise might. So that a third Experimental
Farm, or even a Branch Fruit Experiment Farm, in the tender fruit district,
might be made of great service to fruit-growers of that section. "
Additionally, in the Twelfth Annual Report of the Fruit Experiment Stations,
and under the heading "A New Experiment Station" this item appears (p. 13):
"In view of the changing conditions affecting the work of the Ontario Fruit Stations,
the Board of Control passed a resolution expressing their views to the effect that
the time has now come for a further enlargement of our work, and for taking up
other lines of experimental work, such for example as the production of new and
more valuable varieties of fruits; the Board therein recommended to the favorable
consideration of the Hon. Minister of Agriculture, the establishment of an Experimental
Farm in the Niagara district, in charge of a suitable person, who would
devote his whole time to the work. "
Rittenhouse Gift
Events moved quickly. The 1906 Report of the Fruit Growers' Association
for Ontario (Dept. of Agr. 1906, Vol. II) contains this item from its resolutions
committee—
"That we desire to show our unbounded gratification at the splendid public
spirit shown by Mr. Rittenhouse of Chicago, in giving a farm for experimental work
in tender fruits, and in the prompt action of the Ontario Department of Agriculture
in providing for the equipment of the same. "
Establishment of the Station
Thus the Horticultural Experiment Station, "Jordan Harbour", became a
physical reality in 1906. Part of the original 90 acres was presented to the Ontario
Government by M. F. Rittenhouse, of Chicago; the balance was purchased by the
Ontario Government.
This original property was described in these terms by the first Director,
Harvey S. Peart, in the Report of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association for 1907.
. . . "It is situated on the township line between Louth and Clinton in
Lincoln County, on the lake shore, 11 miles west of St. Catharines, and six miles
east of Beamsville, and contains 90 acres extending south 1/4 of a mile from the
lake front, being about 1, 200 feet wide. The soil varies greatly. At the southern
end there is a block of light sand with heavy clay subsoil at a depth of eighteen
inches to three feet. T o the north of that there is a ravine running through the
property, where there is heavy black soil, but not one that is at all retentive of
moisture, being easily drained by a natural water course. Up this ravine on either
side we have some land that is rather broken —part sand, part gravel, and part
loam—three or four acres altogether. There is a belt running diagonally across
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the farm, consisting of 20 to 25 acres of rather heavy red clay. Beyond that we
have clay loam and a considerable block of sandy soil. Clay subsoil underlies the
whole at a depth varying from eighteen inches to the red clay that appears right
at the surface.
"When I went to the Station in June, (1907) the wood lot had been cleaned
up ready for some work in forestry, and practically all the land that had
been cleaned up last season was sown with oats and seeded with red clover. Near
the Rittenhouse public school on the southeast corner of the farm nothing had
been sown, and there I conducted some vegetable tests.
"The first work undertaken was underdraining. Mr. W . H. Day of the
Department of Physics of the Ontario Agricultural College, made a complete
survey of the whole farm, drawing plans for the drainage system, and a complete
system of drainage was undertaken. W e have since laid about 10 1/2 miles of tile
drain, and practically the whole farm is u n d e r d r a i n e d . . . .
. . . "After concluding the drainage, we laid out one or two service roads
and divided the farm into blocks according to soil. The farm is now in very good
shape to lay out in whatever way may be deemed advisable another season.
"At the north end of the farm on the lake there is an apple orchard of about
eight acres, consisting of what are generally looked upon as standard varieties of
winter apples. These trees are 20 to 25 years old, and are in fairly thrifty condition,
although the orchard has been in sod for some little time. In this orchard I commenced
a test of cultural methods. One-third of the orchard was plowed last
autumn, one-third spring plowed, and the balance is still in sod. Even this year,
which was a very trying one, the trees in sod appeared sickly compared to the others.
"The lake road along the front of the farm is crooked and in many places
very narrow, owing to the continual breaking down of the lake bank. A reservation
of 66 feet along the shore was made to improve this road, and $19. 00 was expended
on it, irrespective of culverts. In an effort to preserve the lake bank, we are constructing
a number of concrete groynes which will be toppled over the bank and
used as breakwaters. Between these it is believed that the sand will build up and
thus form a b e a c h . . . .
. . . "I should like also to refer to the work Mr. Rittenhouse has done during
the past year. At the base of the town line is a little grove of which he intends to
make a picnic ground for the use of visitors. When the work is completed it will
add very much to the appearance of the neighborhood. The town line is to be
macadamized for three or four miles; three-quarters of a mile has been done this
year, and a handsome concrete bridge is now being completed over the stream that
runs through our land and crosses the roadway at this point. The road and bridge
work is being done under the direction of the Public Works Department. "
Additionally, the 1907 report, quoted above, contains an excellent discussion
of the aims of the Station work, and hoped-for results. Contributing to the discussion
were Messrs. A. E. Sherrington, Murray Pettit, E. D. Smith, M. P., F. H. Pattison,
W m . Armstrong, and Dr. W m . Saunders.
The Ontario Fruit Branch was formed in March of 1908, with P. W . Hodgetts
as first Director. The Horticultural Experiment Station became part of the Fruit
Branch, and the Station annual reports for some years thereafter were included in
the reports of the Fruit Branch rather than in the reports of the Ontario Fruit
Growers' Association.
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Administration Building and Director's Residence, 1909. Building at extreme left was
moved that year, became the first "Lodge". Later (1949) it was remodelled and is now
(1956) a technical staff residence.

Administration Building and Director's Residence, 1931. In 1955 the Director's
Residence was remodelled for use by Agricultural Extension Services.
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Consolidation of Research
Prior to the establishing of the Horticultural Experiment Station, there were
15 Fruit Experiment Stations, serving the various fruit areas of the province. These
stations grew out of the report of a standing committee of the Ontario Fruit Growers'
Association "appointed for the purpose of formulating a feasible scheme for fruit
experimental work". In 1894, five stations were established, assisted by Provincial
funds and working in co-operation with the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association.
T h e President of the Ontario Agricultural College (then Dr. James Mills),
Prof. Hutt, Horticulturist at the O. A. C., Mr. D. Nichol, Mr. A. M . Smith, and
Mr. A. H. Pettit, and the Secretary of the Association, Mr. L. Woolverton, made
up the first Board of Control. T h e first meeting is recorded as having been held
in the Presidents office, O. A. C., Guelph, April 5, 1894.
T h e Fruit Experiment Stations were not provincially owned, but were established
largely for variety testing and with the intention of making use of the special
training and expert knowledge of some members of the Ontario Fruit Growers'
Association working in co-operation with the Association, the Agricultural College,
and the Department of Agriculture. T h e reports are published in the Department
of Agriculture Reports beginning 1894. In 1895, five more stations and two substations
were established, making in all twelve. Various other stations were
established until by 1901 there were fifteen, situated as given in Table 1.
T A B L E 1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Name
Southwestern
Niagara
Wentworth
Burlington
Lake Huron
Georgian Bay
Simcoe
East Central
Bay of Quinte
St. Lawrence
Strawberry Station
Gooseberry Station
Maplehurst

F R U I T E X P E R I M E N T STATIONS IN

Specialty
Peaches
Tender fruits
Grapes
Blackberries and currants
Raspberries
Plums
Hardy apples and hardy cherries...
Pears and commercial apples
Apples
Hardy plums and hardy pears

1901*

Experimenter
W . W . Hilborn, Leamington
Martin Burrell, St. Catharines
Murray Pettit, Winona
A. W . Peart, Freeman
A. E. Sherrington, Walkerton
J. G. Mitchell, Clarksburg
G. C. Caston, Craighurst
R. L. Huggard, Whitby
W . H. Dempsey, Trenton
Harold Jones, Maitland
E. B. Stevenson, Jordan Station
Stanley Spillett, Nantyr

General collection of all kinds of
fruits for descriptive work for
"Fruits of Ontario"
L. Woolverton, Grimsby
14. Algoma
Hardy fruits
C. Young, Richard's Landing
15. Wabigoon
Hardy fruits
A. E. Annis, Dryden
* Adapted from the Report of the Horticultural Experiment Station 1906- 1915: 6.

T h e policy of the Department of Agriculture, with the Horticultural Experiment
Station a physically established fact, was to concentrate the work there with full-time,
trained personnel. Gradually the 15 stations that for years had been working in
co-operation with the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association and the Department of
Agriculture, would be discontinued. There was a need for more advanced experimental
work than was possible on grower-owned and operated "variety-test" plots.
It was reasonable to assume that a horticultural station, government owned and
staffed, would provide needed expansion from variety testing mainly, to controlled
investigations of cultural problems, pollination, soil management, pruning, propagation
, pest control, etc.; and the actual breeding of new varieties suited to Ontario
conditions and markets. As well, there would be similar work with vegetable crops.
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Early Work, Plantings
In his first annual report* Director Peart wrote as follows—
"On acquiring the property in 1906 a foreman was placed in charge and much
preparatory work in cleaning up the land and the removing of unnecessary fences
done, but no attempt was made at experimental work.
"In the spring of 1907 most of the land was sown to oats, the balance being in
sod and summer fallow. Soon after my appointment in June, the work of underdraining
was started, following plans prepared by Mr. W. H. Day, of the Ontario
Agricultural College and before winter a complete system of drainage with a total
length of nearly eleven miles was laid. The land was fall plowed, worked and
ribbed before winter and a considerable portion was treated with a dressing of manure
preparatory to spring planting.
"At a meeting of the newly appointed Advisory Board held in Toronto in
February, 1908, a draft of the proposed experimental work was submitted, revised
and approved. The necessary stock and seed were ordered and plots laid o u t . . . .
. . . "It is the purpose of the station to test all classes of crops of interest to
horticulturists in Ontario, paying special attention to the tender fruit districts and
to co-operate with other experiment stations to generally further the results of all.
With this object in view, a few varieties of known merits were planted as checks
and new and less widely-known sorts set for comparative testing. "
In the spring of 1908 quite substantial plantings of fruit trees were made,
both for variety test purposes, and for later use in experimental work such as
topworking, pruning, fertilizing, systems of training (grapes). Kinds of fruit and
number of varieties are shown in Table 2.
T A B L E 2.

F I R S T F R U I T V A R I E T Y P L A N T I N G S , V I N E L A N D , 1 9 0 8 AND

Kind of fruit
Apple ( + crab)
Apricot
Cherry
Peach
Pear
Plum
Quince
Grape
Currant
Gooseberry
Raspberry and Blackberry
Strawberry

First (1908) plantings
No. of varieties

100

Additional (1909) plantings
No. of varieties
3

6

32
37
44
31

32
101
91
94
7
32
223
34

—

31
10

21

00*

43
29

—

* Small plantation set out, but too late, and most died.

1909

New plantation made in 1909.

The vegetable variety test work recorded in the 1908 report is formidable as
to numbers, and suggests that the seedsmen of that day were having a field day in
re-naming old varieties, using descriptive terms as Extra Early, Stringless, Round
head, Long standing, etc.
* Department of Agriculture, 1908, Vol. 11, Report of Fruit Branch.
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TABLE

Kind
Beet
Cabbage
Cucumber
Watermelon
Muskmelon
Pumpkin and Squash
Bean
Pea
Sweet Corn
Pop Corn

3.

VEGETABLE VARIETY

No. of
varieties

TRIALS,

1908.

Kind

55
89
54
42
97
64
104
109
74
7

Onion
Cauliflower
Pepper (6 rec. )
Tomato
Potato
Peanut
Chard
Eggplant
Lima Bean

No. of
varieties
53
34
?
77
94
4
6
14
19

That's over 1000 varieties. And no asparagus, carrot, celery, lettuce, parsnips,
radish, spinach, turnip, and such lesser things as endive, leeks, parsley and herbs.

Early Staff Changes
In 1910, the illness and death of the Director, Mr. H. S. Peart, forced curtailment
of the work of the Station, particularly the extension of the variety orchards,
and other plantings for experimental purposes. Mr. Logsdail acted as Director until
the appointment of Mr. A. D. Harkness in December.
With the changes in staff, the Minister of Agriculture, the Hon. James S.
Duff, made some change in the supervision of the work. Mr. Harkness as superintendent
, and Mr. Logsdail as hybridist, were both made directly responsible to the
Director of the Fruit Branch. "This change was decided upon to keep the
Department at Toronto in closer touch with the work and expenditure on the farm. "

Development of Research Work
There are occasional references to the type of experimental and plant breeding
work being conducted, or to be conducted, in the Reports of the Minister of Agriculture
(Fruit Branch) 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911. The first comprehensive list of
projects, including variety tests, is given in the Ministers Report for 1912. Under
the heading Fruit Experimental Farm the entire report for that year is as follows:
"The Fruit Experimental Farm at Jordan Harbor is making good progress
considering that it is in the initial stages of its development. As is well known
the work in developing an orchard and especially the work in plant breeding
requires considerable time. The orchard has been planted out as follows: — Peaches,
11 acres; pears, 5; plums, 3; apples, 15; cherries, 3; grapes, 2 1/2 A small crop of
peaches was harvested last year but the yield should now steadily increase and the
other fruits should also be in bearing in a few years.
"The following list of experiments which are being carried on is of interest:
Apples:
Under this fruit, the following were decided on:
( 1 ) Use of Doucin stock to semi-dwarf trees for more ready treatment for San
Jose Scale ( 2 of each).
( 2 ) Testing of following stocks for top-grafting King and Spy —McMahon,
Tolman, Hibernal, Baxter, Haas, Ben Davis, Pewaukee and Duchess ( 4
of each).
( 3 ) Low-headed vs. high-headed trees (4 of each type).
( 4 ) Use of fillers, including Milwaukee, Wealthy, and Duchess.
13

( 5 ) Testing of Central Experimental Farm hybrids considered promising.
( 6 ) Testing of new varieties to be chosen by Secretary and Superintendent.
( 7 ) Culture tests.
Cherries:
( 1 ) Culture tests (Wood, Napoleon, Tartarian, Windsor, Dyehouse, Richmond.
Montmorency, Morello).
( 2 ) Tests of varieties.
Grapes:
( 1 ) Six training methods (6 varieties, 10 of each)—Niagara, Concord, Lindley,
Worden, Campbell, Vergennes.
( 2 ) Variety tests (3 of each).
( 3 ) Central Experimental Farm varieties for test.
Peaches:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

On plum stocks. (A. M. Smith is growing stock for 1909).
Cover crops using standard varieties.
Variety tests (3 of each).
Culture tests, including methods of pruning (12 of each)—Dewey, St.
John, Rose, Brigdon, Engle, Elberta, Smock, New Prolific.
( 5 ) Fall vs. spring planting of Elberta (6 of each for 4 or 5 years).

Pears:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Blight experiments.
Dwarfs vs. standards for commercial orchards.
Variety tests.
Culture tests.

( 5 ) Fall vs. spring planting of Clapp (6 trees for 4 or 5 years).
Plums:
( 1 ) Rot control on Yellow Egg, Lombard, Hand, Washington, Pond, Duane,
Gueii.
( 2 ) Culture tests.
( 3 ) Variety tests.
( 4 ) Fall vs. spring planting of Reine Claude (6 trees, 4 or 5 years).
Quinces and Apricots:
( 1 ) Variety tests.
Small Fruits:
Strawberry—
( 1 ) Cultural and variety tests.
Gooseberry and Currant—
( 1 ) Cultural and variety tests.
( 2 ) Pruning systems.
( 3 ) Control of aphis and mildew.
Raspberry and Blackberry—
( 1 ) Pruning systems (B. Cumberland, Gregg, P. Columbian).
( 2 ) Variety tests.
14

General:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Fumigation and dipping of nursery stock.
Growing of seedlings in quantity of all fruits.
Origination of new varieties by artificial and natural cross breeding.
Effect of crown gall and hairy root on nursery stock.

Vegetable experiments to include—
( 1 ) Tests of following: Beans, tomatoes, corn, peas, asparagus and beets for
canning factory and market purposes.
( 2 ) Canadian-grown seed. "
Down through the years the research and breeding program has been revised
from time to time to meet the changing needs of the horticultural industry.
The 1942 Report of the Station constitutes a complete survey of Station
activities up to that time—research, variety testing, breeding, extension, publications,
etc. Subsequent Biennial Reports cover the period 1943 to 1956. These reports
note projects completed and discontinued, and new ones started.

Board of Control
At the time of the establishment of the Horticultural Experiment Station a
"Board of Control" was named as follows—
President of the O. A. C. (then Dr. James Mills)
Professor H. L. Hutt, O. A. C.
Mr. D. Nichol
Mr. A. M. Smith
Mr. A. H. Pettit
Mr. L. Woolverton, Secretary, Ontario Fruit Growers' Association
In 1912 it was noted as an Advisory Board, with these members—
Dr. G. C. Creelman, President, O. A. C.
Mr. P. W. Hodgetts, Director, Fruit Branch
Mr. A. D. Harkness, Superintendent
Mr. W. T. Macoun, C. E. F., Ottawa
Mr. E. D. Smith, Winona
Mr. John McKee, Duntroon
Mr. Earl Weese, Albury
Mr. Henry Robertson, Iroquois
The Advisory Board gradually ceased to function as such. It saw the Station
safely through the early, formative years until such time as the available land had
been planted, experimental work initiated, and necessary buildings erected. The
last Advisory Board on record was as follows—
Dr. G. C. Creelman, President, O. A. C.
Mr. P. W. Hodgetts, Director, Fruit Branch
Professor J. W. Crow, O. A. C.
Mr. W. T. Macoun, C. E. F., Ottawa
Mr. John McKee, Duntroon
Mr. D. Johnson, Forest
Mr. Erland Lee, Stoney Creek
Mr. D. Allan, Grimsby
Mr. F. G. Stewart, St. Catharines
Mr. C. M. Honsberger, Jordan Station
Mr. F. F. Reeves, Humber Bay
15

Lincoln County Farmers' Picnic, August 1920. View is generally west from
the driveway entrance to the Station.

The Changing of the Guard
During the Horticultural Experiment Station's fifty years of service to the
horticulture of the province, there have been twelve Ministers of Agriculture, five
Deputy Ministers. When the Station came into being in 1906 the Hon. Nelson
Monteith was Minister, Dr. C. C. James, Deputy Minister. The accompanying
lists, for "departmental" completeness, go back to 1888 when the Hon. Charles
Drury was named Minister, and Mr. Archibald Blue was Deputy.
Deputy Ministers
Ministers
1888—Mr.
Archibald Blue
1888—The Hon. Charles Drury, Crown Hill
1891—Dr. C. C. James
1890—The Hon. John Dryden, Brooklin
1912—Mr. W. B. Roadhouse
1905—The Hon. Nelson Monteith, Stratford
1930—Mr. J. B. Fairbairn
1908—The Hon. James Duff, Cookstown
1937—Dr. W. R. Reek
1916—The Hon. W. H. Hearst, Toronto
1946—Dr. C. D. Graham
1918—The Hon. George S. Henry, Oriole
1919—The Hon. Manning W. Doherty, Malton
1923—The Hon. John S. Martin, Port Dover
1930—The Hon. Thomas L. Kennedy, Dixie
1934—The Hon. Duncan Marshall, Toronto
1937—The Hon. P. M. Dewan, Ingersoll
1943—The Hon. Thomas L. Kennedy, Dixie
1953—The Hon. F. S. Thomas, St. Thomas
1956—The Hon. W. A. Goodfellow, Codrington
On many occasions there were visits to the Station by the Minister and the
Deputy Minister of the day. Station work was inspected, commented on, suggestions
made. But it is worthy of note that the Station was always free to develop its
research program as seemed best, in harmony with changing needs of the horticultural
and allied industries. That is, the program of work could be and was responsive to
new problems, new ideas.
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GROWTH
Acreage
(a) The original Rittenhouse gift, Lot 1, B. F. & Conc. 1, Township of
Clinton (1906)
90 acres
( b ) The Wm. A. Wismer farm, called for Experiment Station purposes
, "Victoria" Farm. Lot 23, B. F. Conc., Township of Louth.
85 1/2 acres
(c) From Edith E. McKenzie, parcel of land fronting on Victoria
Avenue—Lot 23, B. F. Conc. Township of Louth (1918).
7 acres
(d)
from Howard M. Rittenhouse and Nelson R. Rittenhouse
(1946).
35 acres
( e ) The John Boothman farm, Lot 23, B. F. Conc. Township of Louth
(1953).
17 acres
Item (b) above. In 1917 the west 25 acres of the Wismer farm was rented.
In 1918 an additional (immediately east) 25 acres was rented, the leases for the
two acreages to expire December, 1921. The full 50 acres was underdrained in
1918.
In 1922 a new 15-year lease was completed. It included the 50 acres previously
rented, plus an additional 351/2acres lying immediately east. The lease ($20 per
acre) included a purchase agreement ($30, 000) at any time during the life of the
lease; or an option of re-leasing at $20 per acre.
The property was purchased when the lease expired, December 1936.
Item (d) above. In 1946, to provide for needed expansion of the grape work,
both variety testing and cultural experiments, a 35-acre block in Clinton Township,
on Cherry Avenue, was purchased from H. M. Rittenhouse and Nelson R. Rittenhouse
. Purchase price $20, 000. First planting of vines in the spring of 1947. The
complete acreage underdrained in 1948.
Item (e) above. The Boothman property, purchased in 1953, adjoins the
"Victoria" farm (Wismer) to the south. The 17 acres compensate for ( 1 ) land
expropriated for the Queen Elizabeth Way (Victoria farm); and ( 2 ) loss due to lake
shore erosion on the original 90-acre property. Purchase price $22, 042. 40. Underdrained
by Boothman.
Present Acreage. As of 1956, and allowing for a loss of some 15 acres (Q. E.
Way and erosion), Station properties total approximately 217 acres.

Buildings, Services, etc.
The accompanying tables list, in order of erection, all building and services
of consequence, together with some indication of their use, and cost. Most of
the residences for both technical and labour staffs were erected by the Horticultural
Experiment Station, on a day-labour basis, although the enabling money votes were
Public Works items. The arrangement suited both the Public Works and the
Agriculture Departments.
Not included in Table 4 is the new, modern Administration-Laboratory building
expected to be completed in the fall of 1957. Foundations were completed in the
fall of 1956.
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T A B L E 4.

No. on
P. W.
plan
A

1

A
A
A

9
7
2

A 13
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
A

SERVICE

Const'n
date

Designation
Administration
Lab. Extension
Barns
Cold Storage
Extension

P. Works
P. Works
P. Works
P. Works
P. Works
P. Works

Repair Shed (originally
ally a barn)

Packing House
Power House
Greenhouses ( E )
Greenhouses ( W )
25 Greenhouses (Dom. )
8 Implement Shed (open)
21 Entomology Lab. (Dom. )
11 Root House
5 4-car Brick Garage
2 Water Tower
4-inch Water Main
Sewage System
28 Hort. Prod. Lab.
Addition
29 Brick Implement Shed
Hydro Re-vamp.
6-car Garage, Lodge
4-car Garage
Storm Sewer
Fire-line, High pr.

1911
1917-18
1918
1928
1939
1924
1925
1927-28
1930
1937
1937
1945
1947-50
1955
1949
1950?
1950
1953
1954
1954

P. Works
P. Works
P. Works
P. Works

A
B
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B

A
B
A
A
A

6
11
16
15
12
17
18
8
7
6
13
4
2 0
3
19
2 7
15

Occupant (1956)
Butler
Prior
Book-Reesor
Lodge Annex
Ashwood
Peacock-Hill
Hisey-Pike
Wiebe
Wilcox
Kerr
Bailey
Upshall
Hambleton-Moses
Fox
Gee-Wilson
"The Lodge"
Vacant-Mercier

Const'n.
date
1875

?

1875

}

1 9 0 9
1 9 1 0
1 9 1 0

(Apiary)
1 9 1 8
1921
1921
1921
1925
1 9 2 8
1 9 2 9
1 9 2 9
1 9 3 0
1 9 3 0
1947-49
1948-49

Notes

Director Residence
1909-54.
?
Re-conditioned Used as a canning
factory 1915-20,
moved 1921
(Repairs 1927-28
\ 1942, 1956

H. E. S.
Dominion
$ 1, 200. 00
H. E. S.
Plus brick. Mimico.
H. E. S.
$ 2, 000. 00
H. E. S.
$ 5, 358. 50
H. E. S.
$ 2, 301. 78
P. W. &H. E. S. ($ 20, 000. 00
P. Works
$300, 000. 00 (Est'd. )
P. Works
$ 30, 000. 00
P. Works
$ 5, 000. 00
P. Works
$ 20, 000. 00
P. Works
$ 4, 000. 00
$ 1, 200. 00 H. E. S. Labour
H. E. S.
$ 23, 700. 00
P. Works
$ 8, 600. 00
P. Works

T A B L E 5.

No. on
P. W.
plan

Approx.
cost

Built by

1908-09
1949
1908
1908
1909

1
3
4

BUILDINGS

RESIDENCES

Built by

P. Works
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
P. Works
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
H. E. S.
P. Works
P. Works
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Approx.
cost

Notes
Original Farm Bldg.
Original Farm Bldg.
Various additions

6, 0 0 0 .
3, 0 0 0 .
4, 0 0 0 .
8, 0 0 0 .
8, 0 0 0 .
6, 0 0 0 .
6, 0 0 0 .
6, 0 0 0 .
3, 0 0 0 .
8, 6 0 0 .
8, 6 0 0 .
6, 0 0 0 .
9, 0 0 0 .
30, 0 0 0 .
$25, 0 0 0 .

Various additions 1 9 1 8 - 4 8
Remodelled as a residence
Tom Johnson, carpenter
Tom Johnson, carpenter
Tom Johnson, carpenter
Tom Johnson, carpenter
Roy Honsberger, contractor
Levi Fretz, carpenter
Levi Fretz, carpenter
Levi Fretz, carpenter
E. E. Johnson, carpenter

Appropriations
Appropriations are detailed, 1907 to 1956, in Table 6. Up to and including
1932 (except for the early, organizing years 1908 to 1914) the salary vote was for
technical staff only, with farm labour charged to the maintenance vote.
Beginning in 1933 all salaries, technical, clerical, labour, were paid from the
salary vote. This accounts for the sharp drop in the maintenance vote in 1933 and
the corresponding rise in the salary vote.
The 1918-1919 increases in the maintenance vote were due to rental of 50 acres
Wismer property. From 1916 to 1945 the maintenance vote changed very little.
On occasion, during this period, experimental work had to be reduced as costs of
materials and services increased. The Ordinary Maintenance vote (exclusive of
wages) of $16, 800 in 1916 was, with minor ups and downs between times, $18, 755
in 1945. (The 1918-32 figures include salaries. )
In total appropriations, salaries and maintenance, the $53, 200 of 1928 and
$59, 800 of 1930 remained practically unchanged until 1946. Then, the 35-acre
grape sub-station, and the start of annual salary increases, required substantial
increases in appropriations.

Co incidentally,
beginning with 1946, there was a f
in land area, in technical and labour personnel, in research and plant breeding, and
in services to the horticultural industry. The rapidly increasing appropriations from
1948 onwards reflect this growth.
The most important expansion was the completion of the Horticultural Products
Laboratory in 1950. Appropriations for this Laboratory are shown as separate items,
1950 to 1956, in the Appropriations Table. Also, as already indicated, the year 1956
marked the start of construction on a new Administration-laboratory building.
Maintenance of buildings and services (water, sewage, roads, etc. ), has been
difficult. The Department of Agriculture repair vote of $1000, 1942 to 1948, was
increased to $5, 500 in 1949, where it remains (1956). This vote permits of
immediate attention to many small items, with distinct advantage to Station
operations.
The total 1956 appropriations of $244, 500 ($190, 900 + $53, 600), viewed as
dollars rather than purchasing value, is a considerable increase from the approximate
$15, 000 appropriations of the 1908-1913 period. However, in 1908, labour was
paid 12 1/2c per hour, a teamster $34. 00 per month (for 26 ten-hour days), stenographer
$4. 00 per week, (Experiment Station pay list, Jan. 1908).
As of 1956 (prior to October 1) farm labour, at its maximum rate ($2840 + 120)
received $1. 28 per hour, calculated on an average of 45 hours per week. That was
10 times the 1908 rate. As of Oct. 1, 1956 the maximum for farm labour was
increased to $3240.
Assuming a similar dollar depreciation for other Station costs—supplies and
services—the $15, 000 of 1908 would equal $150, 000 of to-days dollars. Therefore
the real increase is from $150, 000. to $244, 500. or 63 per cent. Comparatively, that
63 per cent takes care of
1908
90
Land, acres
2
Technical staff
Major buildings
7
Hort. Prod. Lab. 0

1956
217
23 (incl. calc. for stu. assets. )
27 (plus garages, etc. )
1
19

TABLE

6.

Year

Total
appropriations

Salaries

1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

$13, 700.
13, 030.
13, 500.
15, 400.
16, 100.
15, 000.
18, 700.
20, 100.
20, 100.
21, 000.
29, 300.
37, 300.
38, 800.
39, 000.
41, 000.
41, 400.
44, 100.
46, 700.
48, 900.
48, 000.
53, 200.
53, 900.
59, 800.
76, 350.

$ 4, 600.
6, 055.
5, 500.
8, 900.
9, 900.
8, 700.
10, 000.
3, 300.
3, 300.
3, 000.
4, 300.
5, 300.
7, 300.
6, 000.
8, 000.
8, 400.
8, 400.
11, 000.
13, 200.
13, 100.
17, 300.
17, 000.
19, 900.
20, 350.

$5, 000.
9, 100.
6, 975.
8, 000.
6, 500.
6, 200.
6, 300.
8, 700.
16, 800.
16, 800.
18, 000.
25, 000.
30, 100.
29, 500.
29, 500.
29, 500 ?
29, 500 ?
34, 200.
34, 200.
34, 200.
34, 900.
35, 900.
36, 900.
36, 900.
36, 900.

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

65, 400.
57, 400.
55, 700.
55, 700.
62, 948.
62, 324.
95, 174.

20, 900.
39, 100.
38, 900.
40, 775.
42, 948.
42, 324.
40, 174.

40, 000.
16, 800.
16, 800.
14, 925.
20, 000.
20, 000.
22, 000.

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

63, 724.
60, 349.
58, 000.
59, 555.
58, 630.
58, 955.
59, 615.
66, 425.
76, 925.
100, 925.
110, 775.

41, 724.
38, 349.
39, 245.
39, 800.
38, 875.
39, 200.
39, 860.
44, 425.
46, 925.
61, 925.
64, 275.

22, 000.
22, 000.
18, 755.
18, 755.
18, 755.
18, 755.
18, 755.
21, 000.
24, 000.
33, 000.
36, 000.

1950

118, 860.
26, 000.
132, 460.
26, 000.
140, 600.
32, 500.
149, 100.
37, 850.
158, 200.
39, 100.
177, 200.
49, 000.
190, 900.
53, 600.

68, 360.
18, 000.
76, 960.
18, 000.
84, 600.
24, 500.
93, 100.
27, 850.
97, 200.
29, 100.
116, 200.
39, 000.
124, 900.
40, 600.

40, 000.
8, 000.
45, 000.
8, 000.
45, 000.
8, 000.
45, 000.
10, 000.
50, 000.
10, 000.
50, 000.
10, 000.
55, 000.
13, 000.

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

APPROPRIATIONS

(Including Horticultural Products Laboratory 1950-56. )
Ordinary
Special
maintenance appropriations

Notes
From 1908 to 1914, "Salaries"
include both technical and
labour staffs.

From 1915 to 1932 wages for
labour were included in the
Maintenance Vote.
$2, 000.
2, 000.
3, 500.
3, 500.
3, 500.
1, 500.
1, 500.
1, 500.

About $2, 000 annually
Federal Aid for Salaries.
Robb- Kimball 1919-1923

3, 000.
6, 000.
13, 100.
4, 500.
1, 500.

Year ending October 31
Year ending October 31
Sp. appr. underdrains
Year ending October 31
Year ending October 31
Year ending October 31
Year ending October 31
Year ending March 31 hereafter

25, 000.
8, 000.

Purchase Vic. Farm
Water tower, plus

1, 000.
1, 000.
1, 000.
1, 000.
1, 000.
6, 000.
6, 000.
5, 500.
5, 000.
10, 500.

Repairs
Repairs
Repairs
Repairs
Repairs
Fruit Merch. $5, 000.
Fruit Merch. $5, 000.
Repair
Fruit Merch.
H. E. Station
H. P. Laboratory
H. E. Station
H. P. Laboratory
H. E. Station
H. P. Laboratory
H. E. Station
H. P. Laboratory
H. E. Station
H. P. Laboratory
H. E. Station
H. P. Laboratory
H. E. Station
H. P. Laboratory

10, 500.
11, 000.
11, 000.
11, 000.
11, 000.
11, 000.
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Separation from Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, and Fruit Branch
Under the heading "Establishment of the Station" (p. 00) it was noted that
the Horticultural Experiment Station became a physical reality in 1906. That was
prior to the formation of the Ontario Fruit Branch (March, 1908). During the
1906-1908 period the activities of the Horticultural Experiment Station were more
or less under the direction of a committee of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association
through its secretary, P. W . Hodgetts. Then, when the Fruit Branch was formed
in 1908, with Mr. Hodgetts as first Director, the Horticultural Experiment Station,
as previously noted (p. 9), became part of the Fruit Branch.
The Fruit Branch relationship continued, although with gradually diminishing
supervision, until 1945. In that year the Horticultural Experiment Station officially
became a separate branch of the Department of Agriculture, with separate appropriations
and with responsibility direct to the Minister of Agriculture. Practically,
insofar as administration and supervision were concerned, separation had become
a physical reality some 12 or 13 years earlier. In the Report of the Minister of
Agriculture for 1931 the Horticultural Experiment Station Report is included with
that of the Fruit Branch. In the Ministers Report for 1933 the Experiment Station
Report appears separately. The 1932 Report? Somewhere it got lost in the shuffle
since it does not appear either separately or in the Fruit Branch Report.

The Grape Sub-station
The Horticultural Products Laboratory, the "new" Lodge, and the Grape
Sub-station came into being more or less together, and together they represented a
major extension of Station facilities. The three facilities were closely related. The
Grape Sub-station, as one of its purposes, would provide fruit for processing in the
Laboratory; and, since the Laboratory would need to be staffed, there was certain
to be a demand for further boarding-house accommodation. Existing accommodation
was already quite inadequate, required the use of space in the Administration
Building badly needed for office expansion.
The 35-acre Grape Sub-station was purchased in 1946. It is in Clinton township
(Lot 5, Con. 3), on Cherry Avenue, about a half-mile north of No. 8 Highway.
The distance from the Experiment Station itself is three miles, close enough to
permit of easy servicing in most cultural operations throughout the season.
Choice of location, a good two miles back from Lake Ontario, was deliberate.
Grapes need heat, and while vineyards on or within a half mile of the lake have a
longer frost-free period than vineyards back from the lake, yet the cooling influence
of the lake during the summer delays maturity and lowers quality in most seasons.
The soil generally is a stiff clay-loam, a good grape soil, with about five acres
of sandy knolls. The whole acreage was underdrained in the spring of 1948,
underdrainage probably being more necessary for the French hybrids than for
American varieties.
Planting was started in the spring of 1947, with further plantings that fall
again in 1948, spring and fall. With subsequent annual plantings the 35 acres
completely planted by the spring of 1956. The vineyard now has, under test,
named varieties, 66 Station selections, and 4, 990 seedlings, unselected, each
a "possible" new variety.

and
was
175
one

In varieties, generally there are not less than 100, and up to 200 vines of each.
This provides sufficient fruit both for Station research purposes and semi-commercial
processing, and for interested processing companies. Also it assures ample propagating
wood of varieties found to be promising.
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Experiment Station grounds, 1909.

Rittenhouse public school in background.

Driveway and grounds south-east from the Administration Building, 1917.
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Experiment Station entrance, 1956.

Compare with 1909 and 1917 views.

The W. A. Wismer property, July 1917, sown to buckwheat as a "clean-up" crop.
Victoria Hall in background.
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Varieties now planted, or which may be planted as space is available from
removal of some present varieties, have in mind the various purposes for which the
grape is used—fresh, fruit cocktail, jam, juice, jelly, wine, brandy. Included are
old and new varieties of North American origin such as Buffalo, Concord, Elvira,
Lomanto, Niagara, Seneca; many Seibel and other French hybrids; and promising
station hybrids.

Horticultural Products Laboratory
Construction of the Horticultural Products Laboratory was begun late in 1947,
and was essentially complete both as to structure and equipment by the end of 1951.
The purposes for which the laboratory was established are implied in its name
—horticultural products. An important part of its work is laboratory testing the
new varieties of fruits and vegetables, produced by the Experiment Station. Such
tests may include canning, freezing, fermentation; and storage behaviour of the
raw fruit in a controlled environment. Attempts are made to discover new food
or other horticultural products and to improve old ones. The microbiological section
studies spoilage of foods and the characters of many kinds of yeasts. Vitamin C is
being increased in tomatoes by breeding methods and the laboratory work is done
here. T h e use of low temperature by growers is a matter of continual conference
and demonstration.
The growth of the grape fermentation work necessitated some addition to the
original building. This addition was completed in 1955 in time for the crop of
that year.
Staff appointments and appropriations are noted elsewhere under the general
Experiment Station headings of Staff, and Appropriations.
The present modern laboratory may be said to have had its beginning in 1915.
Included in the Fruit Branch report* to the Minister of Agriculture, and under
the heading Horticultural Experiment Station, this item appears.
"A branch of work has been undertaken in the study of utilizing by-products.
This branch of the work is of extreme importance. A special expert has been placed
in charge and the old museum (Administration Building, second floor south), has
been reconstructed and partly equipped and it is hoped that good results will be
secured from this line of experiment. "
Perhaps even that wasn't quite the beginning as a Mr. L. Meunier was manufacturing
cider and wine experimentally in 1912.
The late Mr. P. E. Culverhouse was placed in charge of the "by-products"
work and, during the period 1915 to 1920, carried on investigations in fruit and
vegetable processing. Reports on this work appear in the Station reports as follows—
Rept. 1916 and 1917: 69-80. Rept. 1918: 35-40. Rept. 1919: 52-60.
With the resignation of Mr. Culverhouse in 1920 to establish a processing plant
of his own, the Station by-products work was discontinued. At that time the
processing industry showed little interest in government research work, seemingly
preferring to do their own research, and guard their results from competitors.
In March, 1931, the wine industry suggested to the Ontario Minister of
Agriculture that a wine-research laboratory be established at Vineland. A letter,
dated March 26th, 1931, reads in part—
* Report of the Minister of Agriculture, 1915: 35-36.
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"We are appreciative of course of the work which is being done at the
Experiment Station at Vineland in the matter of gathering together varieties of
grapes which have possible value as wine varieties. W e understand also that
considerable effort is being made there to develop new varieties especially adapted
for wine-making purposes. However it seems to us that considerable of the value
of this work will be lost unless a properly equipped laboratory is provided in which
wines of various types can be made from these varieties. T h e question of variety
is of course only one of the many problems which confront the wine manufacturer.
There are problems of fermentation, of desirable yeasts, of the extent to which the
addition of cane sugar and of water affect the wines and the extent to which these
practices may be modified, and many other like problems. "
An informal committee, called by the Minister of Agriculture, the Hon. Thomas.
L. Kennedy to discuss wine problems in general, met on August 25, 1931. Present
were T . J. Mahony (chairman), Hon. Thomas. L. Kennedy, A. Bonham, P. W.
Hodgetts, W. B. Somerset, E. F. Palmer. The final minute of that meeting reads—
"This committee also approved the idea of some continued research being carried
on by T h e Province of Ontario into uses of Ontario grapes for wine-making purposes
and as to best methods of improving the quality of wine manufactured. Mr. Bonham
and Mr. Palmer were requested to interview Dr. Speakman with the idea of
arriving at some plan of action in establishing scientific research at the Vineland
Experimental Station with the co-operation of the Ontario Research Foundation. "
Rather than wine research alone, the broader field of fruit and vegetable processing
was kept in mind. Also, decision was made to undertake research jointly with
the Horticultural Division, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.
T h e laboratory itself was to be at Vineland with "Vineland" and "Ottawa" both
contributing equipment, personnel, funds (each $4500 initially, to cover equipment,
$1500 annually thereafter for maintenance).
Part of the Administration Building basement was re-conditioned as a processing
laboratory in 1932. Some equipment was purchased in Rochester, N . Y., in 1933.
However, in 1934, while this equipment was still in bond in St. Catharines, the
Ontario Minister of Agriculture, the Hon. Duncan Marshall, decided not to proceed
further with the project. T h e equipment was shipped to the C. E. Farm, Ottawa.
In 1940, the Vineland-Ottawa co-operative idea was partially revived. Basement
space in the Administration Building was further re-modelled, with special
provision for steam, water, drainage, etc. Some equipment was installed in 1941.
Mr. van Haarlem of the Vineland staff was in charge, assisted by Mr. Arengo-Jones
from the Horticultural Division, C. E. F., Ottawa. This arrangement continued
until 1942 when Mr. Arengo -Jones resigned from the C. E. F. staff, after which the
laboratory was continued solely as a Station project.
The particular purposes of this laboratory are detailed in the 1942 Station
Report (pp. 66-67). They included studies in vitamin C content of commonly
grown fruits and vegetables; extraction, and blending of fruit and vegetable juices
for palatability and high vitamin C content; processing investigations.
This work was carried on in co-operation with the Dept. of Horticulture, O. A. C
College, and the Sick Children's Hospital, Toronto.
In 1943, the idea of a more substantial laboratory began to receive considerable
grower and winery support. T h e necessary money was made available by the
Ontario Government in 1944-45, and again in 1945-46. Planning was proceeded
with and, while building construction was delayed until late 1947, other necessary
facilities were installed (increased water supply, sewage, etc. ).
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Technical

staffs, Experiment Station and Products Laboratory,
May 20, 1955.

Technical Staffs
A research institution is, in essence, its technical staff, past as well as present.
The accompanying data are necessarily much condensed, abbreviated. For each
present staff member the information given is generally as follows—
Name; date of first appointment, Vineland (bracketed); present position or
classification; earlier positions at Vineland (bracketed); general field of research;
academic qualifications; positions held prior to Vineland appointment (bracketed);
professional society memberships; date, place of birth.
Also, these abbreviations are used for several institutions, societies:
U. of T . —University of Toronto.
A. A. A. S. —American Association for the Advancement of Science.
A. I. C. —Agricultural Institute of Canada.
A. S. H. S. —American Society for Horticultural Science.
C. S. H. S. —Canadian Society for Horticultural Science.
C. S. G. A. —Canada Seed Growers' Association.
In the Experiment Station technical staff it will be noted that, over the 50-year
life of the Station, six of the present 15 have been on the staff for 25 years or more.
The indications are that the Products Laboratory technical staff will be equally stable.
It isn't feasible to list the many student assistants who have served in the
summers, between academic years. Nevertheless, the one or two seasons which
each spent at Vineland made possible a considerable expansion of the research
program; this, apart from the obvious benefits to the students themselves.
With the exception of the first few formative years, 1906-1915, the Station
has been served by three foremen only, S. M. Wylie 1915 to 1943, C. S. Peacock
1943 to 1946, and W. B. Gee 1946—.
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Horticultural Experiment Station.

Present (1956) Technical Staff

Archibald, John A. (April 1950) Research Scientist 1954—. (Asst. in
Res. 1950-53). Soils research. U. of T . 1949, B. S. A.; Mich. State Col. 1952,
M. S.; 1954, Ph. D. (Soil science, horticulture, chemistry). A. I. C.; A. S. H. S.;
Am. Soc. Agronomy; C. S. H. S.; Can. Soil Sci. Soc.; Soil Sci. Soc. Am.;
Sigma Xi. Born March 1928, Whitby, Ontario.
Bailey, D. Lloyd. (June 1928) Pathologist. Diseases of horticultural plants.
Graduate students in plant pathology. Queen's Univ. 1918, B. A.; Cornell Univ.
1919, M. S.; Univ. of Minn. 1922, Ph. D. (plant pathology, physiology, genetics).
(Senior Plant Pathologist [in charge 1926-28]. Dom. Rust Res. Lab., Winnipeg,
1924-28; Assoc. Prof. Plant Path., Dept. of Botany, U. of T . 1928-41; Prof, of
Plant Path. U . of T . 1941—). A. I. C.; A. A. AS. (Fellow); Am. PI. Path. Soc.;
Can. PI. Path. Soc.; (Pres. 1933); Royal Soc. of Can. (Fellow). Sigma Xi. Born
Sept. 1896, Winchester, Ontario.
Bradt, Oliver A. (June 1938) Research Scientist 1954—. (Grad. Asst. 1938-42;
Army 1943-45; Lecturer O. A. C. 1946-48; Asst. in Res. 1949-53). Breeding and
research, apricot, peach, grape. U. of T . 1938, B. S. A. A. I. C.; C. S. H. S. Born
Sept. 1913, Morrisburg, Ontario
Butler, A. N . Lowe. (April 1946) Fieldman 1954—. (Asst. in Res. 1946;
Assoc. in Res. 1947-54). Processing-crops extension, province-wide. LI. of T . 1930,
B. S. A.; Cornell Univ. 1933, M. S. (Plant breeding, vegetable crops, plant
physiology). (Seed Branch, Dom. Dept. Agr. 1935; C. S. G. A. 1936-40; Plant
Products Div., Dom. Dept. Agr. 1941-44; Seed Standards Asst. 1945-46). A. I. C.;
C. S. H. S. Born June 1905, Ashton, Ontario.
Cline, Robert A (May 1956) Research Scientist 1956—.
Soils research.
U. of T . 1956, B. S. A.; Registered, graduate studies, Mich. State Univ. 1956—.
A. I. C.; Chem. Inst. Can. Born July 1933, St. Catharines, Ontario.
Dickson, George H. W. (June 1917) Research Scientist 1954—. (Hybridist
1917-45; Asst. in Res. 1946-50; Assoc. in Res. 1951-53). Breeding and research, apple,
pear, plum, cherry. McGill Univ. 1917, B. S. A. A. I. C.; C. S. H. S. Born March
1894, Sawyerville, P. Q .
Fleming, Robert A. (June 1951) Research Scientist 1954—. (Asst. in Res.
1951-53) Research and breeding, ornamentals. LI. of T . 1951, B. S. A.; Registered
graduate studies O. A. C. 1956—. C. S. H. S. Born March 1924, Toronto, Ontario.
Kerr, Ernest A. (June 1944) Chief Research Scientist 1954—. (Res. Asst.
1944-45; Asst. in Res. 1946-51; Assoc. in Res. 1952-53). Breeding, processing
vegetable crops. Supervision of breeding, all horticultural crops. McMaster Univ.
1940, B. A.; McGill Univ. 1941, M. Sc.; Univ. of Wisconsin, 1944, Ph. D. (genetics,
plant pathology). Am. Genetic Assn.; A. I. C.; A. S. H. S.; C. S. H. S.; Genetics Soc.
of Can. Gamma Alpha; Sigma Xi. Born Aug. 1917, Guelph, Ontario.
Mercier, R. Guy (Oct. 1952) Statistician 1954—. (Asst. in Res. 1952-53).
Statistical analysis of Station research projects. Meteorological records, investigations
. Laval Univ. 1947, B. A.; 1949, M. A.; Minnesota Univ. 1951, M. Sc. (horticulture
, plant breeding). C. S. H. S. Born Dec. 1926, St. Cyrille, P. Q .
Palmer, E. Frank. (Oct. 1916) Director 1916-56. General administration,
plant breeding. LI. of T . 1913, B. S. A.; 1948, LL. D. (honoris causis). A. A. A. S.
(Fellow); A. I. C. (Fellow). A. S. H. S.; C. S. H. S.; Royal Hort. Soc. (Fellow). Born
Oct. 1891, New Westminster, B. C.
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Robb, Odery J. (May 1915) Research Scientist 1954—. (Olerist 1915-27:
Olericulturist 1928-45; Asst. in Res. 1946-50; Assoc. in Res. 1951-53). Research
and breeding, vegetable crops. U. of T . 1915, B. S. A. A. I. C.; C. S. H. S. Born Sept.
1888, Sheffield, Ontario.
Smith, Ian D. W . (Oct. 1947) Agr. Res. Officer, Canada Department of
Agriculture, 1951—. (Agr. Sc. 1947-50). Vegetables. Merit and verification
trials, production of foundation seed. Univ. of Man. 1946, B. S. A. A. I. C.; C. S. H. S.
Born May 1925, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Upshall, W . Harold. (June 1923) Chief Research Scientist, 1954-56. (Res.
Spec. 1923-40; Chief in Res. 1941-54). Nursery and fruit-marketing investigations;
supervision of all Station research. U. of T . 1923, B. S. A.; Mich. State Col. 1926,
M. S.; Univ. of Md. 1929, Ph. D. (horticulture, plant physiology). A. I. C.; A. S. H. S.;
C. S. H. S.; Phi. Kappa Phi; Sigma Xi. Born Nov. 1901, Port Elgin, Ontario.
Valko, Helen R. (April 1952) Lab. Tech. 1954—. (Lab. Asst. 1952-53).
Nursery and rootstock investigations, records. Born Sept. 1895, Hevesum, Visonta,
Hungary.
van Haarlem, J. Roelef.
(May
1923) Executive Officer,
1954—.
(Hybridist, peaches, grapes, 1923-42. Res. Chemist 1943-45; Assoc. in Res. 1946-49;
Chief in Res. 1950-53). Assistant to Director in general administration. U. of T .
1923, B. S. A.; Mich. State Col. 1927, M. S. (horticulture, soils, chemistry). A. I. C.;
C. S. H. S. Chem. Inst, of Can. (Fellow); Can. Soil Sc. Soc. Born Feb. 1900,
Amsterdam, Holland.
Wiebe, John. (May 1955) Research Scientist 1955—. Research and breeding,
vegetable crops. U. of T . 1951, B. S. A.; Cornell Univ. 1953, M. S.; 1955, Ph. D.
(Vegetable crops, plant breeding, soils). A. I. C.; C. S. H. S.; A. S. H. S.; Phi Kappa
Phi; Sigma Xi. Born June 1926, Colonsay, Saskatchewan.

Horticultural Products Laboratory.

Present (1956) Technical Staff

Adams, Angus M. (Nov. 1949) Research Scientist 1954—. (Asst. in Res.
1949-51; Assoc. in Res. 1952-53). Microbiology. U. of T . 1938, B. S. A.; McMaster
Univ. 1948, M. A.; 1952, Ph. D. (Microbiology, physiology, genetics). (Kennedy
Lab. Ltd., Bacteriologist, 1938-40; Nat. Res. Council, Asst. Div. Biol., 1940-41;
Welland Chem. Works, 1941-42; Army service, 1942-45; Peller Brewing Co., 1946).
A. I. C.; C. S. H. S.; Can. Soc. Microbiologists. Born Sept. 1916, Toronto, Ontario.
Crowther, Ralph F. (Jan. 1951) Research Scientist 1954—. (Asst. in Res.
1951-53) Wine research. Univ. of N. B. 1944, B. A. (Asst. chemist, Jordan Wine
Co., Ltd. 1947-50). A. I. C.; Am. Soc. Enologists; Can. Soc. Oenologists. Born Aug.
1919, Seremban, Federated Malay States.
Gullett, Elizabeth, A. K. (May 1955) Research Scientist 1955—. Canning
and freezing of fruits and vegetables. Macdonald Institute 1955, B. H. Sc. Born
April 1934, Welland, Ontario.
Head, Sheila (Oct. 1956) Laboratory Technician 1956—. Assistant
processing. Western Univ. 1954, B. A. Born Nov. 1932, Hamilton, Ontario.

in

Simpson, Margaret L. (Feb. 1950) Research Scientist, 1956—. (Asst. in Res.
1950-53; on "leave", 1954-55). Fruit maturity studies; U. of T . 1947, B. A.; 1948,
M. A. (food chemistry). (Dept. Hort. O. A. College, 1948-49). Born April 1925,
Toronto, Ontario.
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Truscott, J. H. Lloyd (July 1949) Chief Research Scientist, 1954—. (Professor
1949; Prof, and Director, Hort. Prod. Lab. 1950; Laboratory Director, 1951-53).
Administration, direction of laboratory research program. Univ. of Sask. 1929,
B. S. A.; 1930, M. Sc.; U. of T . 1934, Ph. D. (pathology, physiology, genetics). (Chief
in Res., Prof, and Chief in Res., Dept. Hort., O. A. College, 1935-49). A. I. C.
Born, Jan. 1905, Alameda, Saskatchewan.
Zubeckis, Edgar (April 1955) Research Scientist 1955—. (Ont. Res. Council,
Res. Asst. 1953-54). Research in fruit juices and concentrates. Latvian Univ.
(Riga) 1929, Agronomist; 1944, Dr. Agronomy. (Asst. Prof. Latvian Univ. 1931-38;
Assoc. Prof. Agr. Academy, Jelgava, Latvia 1938-44; Prof. Univ. of Bonn. Germany,
1947-49). A. I. C.; Can. Food Tech. Assn. Born Dec. 1902, Latvia.

Long Timers (30 years to life)
George Webb, teamster, first entered Station service in June 1908. He was
hired by the day, with his own team. In April of 1909 he was taken on the permanent
labour staff as a teamster. He retired in March 1955, age 71, after 46 years
of continuous service. Still very much alive, 1956, and living in Beamsville.
John Shields, farm labour, started work in December 1908, and continuously
employed until his retirement in October 1926, age 70. Died January 30, 1932.
John Thornton, farm labour, tractor operator, engineer, started work in April
1910. Retired in June 1943, age 68. Died December 13, 1947.
S. M. Wylie, employed first as gardener, in charge of the greenhouse work
June 9, 1913. Farm Foreman, December 1915 until his retirement in July 1943,
after 30 years of service, age 65. Died January 1, 1950.
George Marlow. Maintenance Mechanic. Appointed to the permanent labour
staff in May 1914. Retired in July 1952, age 70. Now (1956) living on Victoria
Avenue, close to the Experiment Station.
W . Harry Stephenson, farm labour and gardener. Appointed to the permanent
staff in September 1914. Retired in April 1942, age 70. Died October 26, 1948.
Arthur Barber, farm labour.
1916. Died April 19, 1947.

Appointed to the permanent staff in October

John Peacock, teamster. Appointed in November 1918, retired in December
1950, in his 74th year. Now (1956) living in Jordan.
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Technical Staff, Past
TABLE 7.

TECHNICAL S T A F F , P A S T

Date of
appointment
E. A. H. Banks
J. F. Brown

Nov., 1930
May, 1949

F. M. Clement
L. C. Coleman
P. E. Culverhouse
Eleanor Ferguson
J. A. Goldie
Tobia B. Hagen
A. D. Harkness
A. G. Harris
L. R. Jones
C. B. Kelly

Apr.,
June,
July,
Dec.,
Mar.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
May,
June,
Apr.,

D. A. Kimball
A. J. Logsdail
R. R. Lipsit

Apr., 1921
May, 1909
June, 1950

J. B. Lund
J. A. Neilson
H. S. Peart
F. S. Reeves*
W . J. Strong

May,
June,
June,
June,
May,

Louise Thorne

Aug., 1954

1914
1927
1915
1953
1929
1954
1910
1915
1917
1937

1911
1923
1907
1912
1921

Classification

Termination
Resigned 1937

Graduate ass't.
Ass't. in research
Res. scientist
Director
Pathologist
Ass't. by-prod.
Lab. ass't.
Hort. rep.
Lab. tech.
Superintendent
Ass't. pomology
Ass't. pomology
Hort. rep.
Ass't. in ext.
Ass't. pomology
Hybridist
Ass't. in ext.

1956
1916
1928
1920
1954
1938
1956
1914
1916
1919

Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Resigned

Resigned 1950
Resigned 1923
Resigned 1912
Transferred to
Ag. rep. br. 1954
Died 1913
Resigned 1929
Died 1910
Resigned 1921

Olericulturist
Ext. specialist
Director
Hybridist
Hybridist
Ass't. in research
Res. scientist

Retired 1948
Resigned 1955

* As hybridist 1912-21, Mr. Reeves was directly responsible for all fruit and vegetable breeding
work. While he left the Station before much of this work bore "fruit", it should be noted here
that the "V" peaches, and Victor sweet cherry, resulted from early hybridizing by Mr. Reeves.

Foremen, and Clerical Staff
TABLE 8.

Foremen

FOREMEN, AND CLERICAL S T A F F ,

Jan.
Mar.
Dec.

1908
1910
1910

O.
L.
E.
S.

May
Sept.
July
June
Dec.
July
July
Feb.
May

1914
1914
1915
1913
1915
1924
1943
1937
1946

Clerical Staff
Alma Werner
C. Bea Mittleberger
Rita Thompson
B. Snetsinger
Ina G. Burkholder
J. A. Thomson
Janet C. Peacock

Dec.
Nov.
]an.
Aug.
Mar.
Nov.
Apr.

1908
1911
1916
1921
1924
1945
1950

Delia M. Cook

Nov.

1951

J. Robb
R. Jones
E. Reilly
M. Wylie

C. S. Peacock
W . B. Gee

1956
classification

Early
Date of
appointment classification

J. Woods
J. J. Hall
A. D. Harkness

1908-1956

Foreman
Foreman
Superintendent
(and Foreman)
Foreman ( 1 9 1 4 )
Foreman
Foreman
Gardener
Foreman
Farm Hand
Foreman
Farm Hand
Foreman

Resigned, Jan. 1910
Resigned, Dec. 1910
Resigned, Mar. 1914
Res. Sc., Gr. 3

Died,

Apr.

1946

Farmer, Gr. 2

Stenographer
Stenographer
Stenographer
Stenographer
Sec. Stenog.
Stenographer
Clerk, Gr. 2
Clerk Typist,
Clerk Typist, Gr. 1
Gr. 2
Clerk Stenog. Gr. 1 Sr. Clerk Stenog.
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Resigned, July 1915
Resigned Sept. 1915
Retired, July 1943

Resigned,
Resigned,
Resigned,
Resigned,

July
July
Jan.
Feb.

1910
1921
1920
1924

Resigned, Mar. 1951

SERVICE TO HORTICULTURE
Fruit and Vegetable Breeding, General
Policy. In plant breeding, whether fruits or vegetables, the policy has been
to make rigid selection and thorough test before naming a variety and releasing
it for nursery propagation and distribution.
A new variety may never attain commercial importance; or if it does, its commercially
useful life may be long or short. The Vimy and Vaughan peaches, and
the Vanguard strawberry, introduced over 30 years ago, died in infancy. The Viking
raspberry, introduced at the same time is still commercially important. Also, Victor
sweet cherry, Vedette, Valiant and Veteran peaches are still widely grown in
Ontario and elsewhere, some 30 years after introduction.
On the other hand later introductions, as Velvet sweet cherry, Viceroy and
Veefreeze peaches, Vandyke raspberry, have made little impression and are not
likely to do so. "Station" introductions are required to establish themselves on their
merits, without benefit of colorful build-up, in competition with established commercial
varieties.
The plant breeder is well aware that to-days useful variety may not suit
to-morrow's needs. New varieties of merit are constantly being introduced, displacing
or supplementing some older varieties. This is happening to several of the earlier
Station introductions, will happen to others. Nevertheless, they may well serve a
useful purpose, though their commercial life may be relatively short.
Numbering of station selections.
A permanent number for every selection is
a practical necessity in order to keep track of the many hundreds of selections until
such time as an occasional one may be named and introduced.
This permanent number, in its composite make-up, includes some "parentage"
information. It is derived from, ( a ) the year in which the cross was made; ( b ) a
consecutive numbering of all parentages or crosses of that year; ( c ) consecutive
numbering, sometimes of all the trees or plants in a cross, but usually only of the
actual selections made. As an example, Veteran peach was named and introduced
in 1928. Prior to that, and from the time of the first good fruiting and selection of
the original seedling tree in 1925, it was simply recorded as number 1940208,
or 19-40-208. The year of breeding ( a ) was 1919, or '19. The parentage ( b )
Vaughan x Early Elberta was the 40th recorded peach cross of that year. The
tree selected and eventually named Veteran was the 208th in the Vaughan- Early
Elberta cross.
Naming of station introductions,
fruits and vegetables.
The use of names
beginning with "V" was adopted as a means of identifying the Horticultural Experiment
Station, or the "Vineland" Station, with any varieties which it might introduce.
Obviously, not all fruit and vegetable varieties with "V" names are Vineland
introductions; and in a few cases Vineland introductions have been given other
than "V" names. The exceptions are:
Erlyvee and Somervee peaches. Both varieties are of very early season, and
the "V", or "Vee" is at the end of the name. This avoids confusion with the so-called
"V" varieties, Vedette, Valiant, Veteran, introduced many years earlier and distinct
in season from Erlyvee and Somervee.
Russet Bartlett pear. This introduction is not a Station origination but is a
Station introduction. It arose as a bud-sport of the Bartlett pear in the orchard of
the late Norman P. Moyer of Jordan Harbour.
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Hescrow cucumber.
T h e early b r e e d i n g work f r o m w h i c h this variety w a s
eventually selected a n d stabilized as to type, w a s d o n e at the Ontario Agricultural
C o l l e g e , u n d e r the late Prof. J. W . C r o w .
T h e n a m e H e s c r o w combines Prof.
C r o w ' s n a m e with the letters H E S for Horticultural E x p e r i m e n t Station.
H a r k n e s s tomato. T h e cross, G r a n d R a p i d s x E a r l i a n a , a n d the earlier years
of selection, were m a d e b y the Horticultural E x p e r i m e n t Station. H o w e v e r , the
late A . D . H a r k n e s s , superintendent of the Station 1910-1914, completed the selection
work as a private effort.
T A B L E 9.

Variety and
breeding no.

STATION INTRODUCTIONS,

Parentage

Year
intro.

FRUITS

Main references, Station publications

C H E R R Y (Rept. 1947-48: 59-65)
Velvet (160119)

Windsor x open

1937

Vernon (160133)

Windsor x open

1937

Victor (160138)

Windsor x open

1925

Vineland
Vineland
Vineland
Vineland
Vineland
Vineland

Bing x Schmidt
Bing x Schmidt
Hedelfingen x Victor
Hedelfingen x Victor
Hedelfingen x Windsor
Hedelfingen x Windsor

1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953

27021
27026
35031
35038
35042
350427

PEACH (Rept. 1943-44: 46-48)
Erlyvee (350113)
Golden Jubilee x open
Somervee (39011)
Halehaven x Oriole
Valiant (174770)
Elberta x open

1949
1950
1925

Vanguard (250512)
Vaughan (131617)
Vedette (150367)

Vaughan x Valiant
Leamington x Self
Elberta x open

1941
1925
1925

Veefreeze (202339)
Vesper (290159)
Veteran (1940208)

Sdlg. 11041 x Arp
1940
J. H. Hale x Vedette
1949
Vaughan x Ely. Elberta 1928

Viceroy (194055)
Vimy (16016)

Vaughan x Ely. Elberta 1929
Elberta x Arp
1924

Bull. 430: 25. Rept. 1943-44: 38,
1947-48: 60.
Bull. 343: 21, 430: 25. Rept. 1943-44: 38,
1947-48: 61.
Bull. 343: 12, 430: 25. Rept. 1943-44: 38,
1947-48: 61.
Rept. 1947-48: 62.
Rept. 1947-48: 62.
Rept. 1947-48: 63.
Rept. 1947-48: 63.
Rept. 1947-48: 63.
Rept. 1947-48: 63.
Bull. 430: 28. Rept. 1949-50: 9.
Bull. 430: 30. Rept. 1949-50: 9.
Bull. 343: 16, 430: 30. Rept. 1943-44: 42,
43.
Bull, 430: 30. Rept. 1943-44: 43.
Bull. 343: 13. Rept. 1943-44: 43.
Bull. 343: 14, 430: 30. Rept. 1943-44: 42,
44.
Bull. 430: 30. Rept. 1943-44: 44.
Bull. 430: 31. Rept. 1949-50: 9.
Bull. 343: 17, 430: 31. Rept. 1943-44: 42,
44.
Bull. 343: 21. Rept. 1943-44: 42, 45.
Rept. 1943-44: 42, 45.

PEAR (Rept. 1951-52: 32-37)
Russet Bartlett
GRAPE
Vineland
Vineland
Vineland
Vineland

Bartlett bud sport

(Rept. 1947-48: 66-74)
29143
Wilder x Winchell
35081
Demand x Ontario
37069
Lomanto x Seneca
370625
Lomanto x Seneca

1927

Bull. 343: 18, 430: 23.

Rept. 1943-44: 39.

1953
1955
1955
1954

Rept. 1947-48: 72, 1951-52: 41.

1947
1924

Rept. 1945-46: 47.
Bull. 343: 9, 430: 40. Rept. 1943-44: 39.

1941
1928
1924
1938

Bull.
Bull.
Bull.
Bull,

Rept. 1951-52: 41.

RASPBERRY (Rept. 1945-46: 46-50)
Vandyke (2504137)
Viking (14038)
STRAWBERRY

Adams 87 x Viking
Cuthbert x Marlboro

(Rept. 1943-44: 48-56)

Valentine (270114)
Vandyke (19322)
Vanguard ( 4 3 0 4 )
Vanrouge (301037)

Premier x Vanguard
Sdlg. 1467 x open
Pocomoke x E. Ozark
Sdlg. 180115 x open
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430: 44. Rept. 1942: 39, 1943-44: 39.
343: 9 Rept. 1942: 39, 1943-44: 40.
343: 8, 9. Rept. 1942: 39, 1943-44: 40.
430: 45. Rept. 1942: 41, 1943-44: 41.

Fruit Introductions
Table 9 lists Station introductions of fruits up to and including 1956. The
first introductions—Vimy peach, Viking red raspberry, and Vanguard strawberry—
were made in 1924. More detailed reference to all introductions will be found in
the Horticultural Experiment Station publications listed in the table.
Included in the 31 fruit introductions listed in Table 9 are six numbered
sweet cherry selections and four grape. All of these, while as yet unnamed, have
been planted in semi-commercial quantities and are therefore listed as introductions.
44
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T h e introductions represent a considerable plant-breeding effort spread over
years, 1913 to 1956 inclusive. Table 10 summarizes this effort. It shows a total
187, 517 hybrid plants set in the field, with 1, 384 of these showing sufficient merit
first fruiting to warrant further trial. Most of these have since been discarded,
have been introduced, others remain under observation.

The 31 introductions are from six (cherry, peach, pear, grape, raspberry, strawberry
) of the 12 kinds of fruit included in the plant-breeding effort. The other six
include some promising selections but no introductions to date.
Of the 31 introductions those which, to date, have had the greatest impact
in terms of commercial planting and crop production are—Victor sweet cherry,
Vedette, Valiant, Veteran and Somervee peaches (p. 34), Viking red raspberry, and
Valentine strawberry.
TABLE

10.

No. of crosses
or parentages

FRUIT

BREEDING S U M M A R Y ,

Hybrid plants
set in field

Apple
Apricot *
Cherry
Peach
Pear
Plum
Grape
Blackberry
Raspberry
Currant
Gooseberry
Strawberry

477
176
118
810
45
42
83
446

6, 636
1, 038
4, 046
14, 073
6, 515
4, 633
64, 779
4, 627
31, 886
2, 592
4, 220
42, 472

Totals

2, 730

187, 517

197

26
82

228

1913-1956

No. of
selections

No. of
introductions

42
73
352
34
40
219

9
11
1

115
38
17
454

2
4

1, 384

31

4

* Figures include 15 parentages and 768 trees set in the field, from an original 1818 one-year-old
seedlings received from the Dominion Experimental Farm, Summerland, B. C., in the spring
of 1953.

As noted, Table 10 summarizes the total effort, 1913 to 1956. Earlier biennial
reports of the Station give considerable detail for most of the fruit breeding, as
follows.
Fruits
Report for
Peach, Strawberry
1943 and 1944
Rubus (raspberry, blackberry)
1945 and 1946
Cherry, Grape
1947 and 1948
Apple
1949 and 1950
Pear
1951 and 1952
Plum
1953 and 1954
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The Wismer property in 1920. Vedette and Valiant peaches were selected
from the seedling orchard shown.
The " V "

Peaches

In the past 12 to 15 years, such useful varieties as Golden Jubilee and Redhaven
have been commercially planted in Niagara and elsewhere in Ontario. Quite
naturally, these comparatively recent introductions have affected the grower regard
for, and the planting of older varieties, including the "V" peaches—Vedette, Valiant
and Veteran.
That is to be expected, and is as it should be. It indicates that the peach
breeder is making progress, originating new varieties better suited in one or more
characters to grower and consumer requirements.
One shortcoming of the V s , as judged by comparison with, particularly, the
Golden Jubilee is pit freedom. In British Columbia, however, Vedette, Valiant
and Veteran are generally freestone, climate evidently making a difference. All
three are there rated satisfactory for processing, and they continue to be the
of the Okanagan peach industry, fresh and processed.
In Ontario, these V's have, perhaps, seen their heyday. But let's review their
origin and their history, so that our perspective may be better, our judgment
somewhat tempered.
Some of the older growers will remember the state of the Niagara peach
industry 30 years ago, when the V s were introduced. They will recall that it
was, essentially, a one-variety economy, Elberta; and the need to spread the peach
season with earlier varieties, hardy, dependable as to yield, of good quality, not fussy
as to soils, and with satisfactory shipping qualities.
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backbone

Varieties with such characters were needed, and badly needed, to replace the
"Crawford" type—Early and Late Crawford, Yellow St. John, Jacques Rareripe,
New Prolific, etc. —all good-quality varieties, but temperamental as to soil and site,
insufficiently hardy, undependable as to yield, too easily bruised in handling and
shipping.
This, briefly, was the background for the introduction of the older V's—Vedette,
Valiant, Veteran. They were born of necessity. Their introduction was the beginning
of a new era, the end of an old. They bridged the gap for 15 to 20 years,
until other varieties, better suited to the processing industry at least, could be bred,
tested, and orchards brought into production.
For many years prior to about 1947 these first-introduced V's—Vedette, Valiant
and Veteran—probably constituted some 40 per cent of Niagara peach acreage and
production. No actual survey figures are available. Even now, 30 years after their
introduction, they account for 32 per cent of the acreage of mid-season varieties,
according to survey figures now being assembled (Extension Branch, Ontario
Department of Agriculture). The Extension Branch figures further indicate that,
for all varieties, early, mid-season, and late, and all ages of trees, Vedette, Valiant
and Veteran account for 18 per cent of the total peach acreage, 1956.
It is probably fair to say that, for 15 to 20 years, the V's as a whole made more
money, acre for acre, for peach growers than any other varieties. Without the
Vs, the Elberta gluts and the "Crawford" weaknesses would have continued for
another 20 years.
Perhaps more than any variety, V or other, Veteran exemplifies orchard
dependability. (Growers have sometimes referred to Veteran as the mortgage lifter. )
All the V's are hardier in bud than Elberta, Veteran particularly so. Because of
that hardiness, fruitfulness, and ability to set fruit under adverse weather conditions,
Veteran is being commercially grown elsewhere on this continent, and is being
widely used as a parent in breeding new varieties. Veteran is the "standard of
reference" where hardiness is being studied.
More recently, two early season Vs, Erlyvee and Somervee, are finding favour
with growers for early market. Since their introduction in 1949 and 1950 respectively,
they have been planted to the extent of 35 per cent of the acreage of early season
varieties. (Figures for Louth and Clinton townships, Extension Branch survey. )

Vegetable Introductions
The fact of originating, naming, and introducing a new variety of vegetable
(or fruit) is of little consequence. What is important is the commercial acceptance
of the introduction, its value to the industry; and, too, its value in further breeding.
VIKING ASPARAGUS is now quite generally listed in seed catalogues both
in Canada and the United States. In Ontario it is estimated that 75 per cent of
new acreage is Viking. Also, in other parts of Canada where asparagus is commercially
grown there are large plantings of Viking. The United States demand
for seed of Viking has been substantial, some hundreds of pounds being shipped
there each year from Canadian sources, so that the commercial acreage must now be
considerable.
VINEDALE PEPPER was an All America winner in 1950. Since its introduction
in 1952 interest in Vinedale as an early red variety for the fresh market
has been maintained. It is widely grown across Canada and in the northern United
States where the larger, later varieties usually cannot be grown to advantage.
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V A L E N T I N E R H U B A R B has h a d a very w i d e distribution and, w h i l e no
v e r y l a r g e a c r e a g e h a s b e e n p l a n t e d as y e t , t h e d e m a n d for p l a n t i n g roots f a r e x c e e d s
t h e k n o w n s u p p l y . T h i s h a s h e l d b a c k e x t e n s i v e p l a n t i n g s . M a n y t h o u s a n d roots
a r e e x p o r t e d a n n u a l l y to t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s b y O n t a r i o g r o w e r s , m o s t l y to s u p p l y
t h e h o m e - g a r d e n d e m a n d . R e c e n t l y , t h e processing i n d u s t r y h a s b e c o m e q u i t e
interested in Valentine.
H A R K N E S S T O M A T O d o m i n a t e d t h e e a r l y s t a k i n g crop f o r some y e a r s ,
f o l l o w i n g its i n t r o d u c t i o n in 1936. It is not n o w p o p u l a r e x c e p t in t h e N i a g a r a
a r e a w h e r e it c o n t i n u e s as t h e most i m p o r t a n t v a r i e t y for s t a k i n g . H a r k n e s s , a n d
V i n e d a l e p e p p e r ( a b o v e ) , a r e t h e o n l y t w o C a n a d i a n v e g e t a b l e o r i g i n a t i o n s to
receive All America awards.
T a b l e 11 lists t h e v e g e t a b l e i n t r o d u c t i o n s u p to a n d i n c l u d i n g
TABLE 11.

Kind and
variety

1956.

STATION INTRODUCTIONS, VEGETABLES

Year
intro.

Parentage

ASPARAGUS
Viking ( V 3 5 )
Mary Washington selection 1950
CORN, Sweet (Rept. 1945-46: 51-56, 1947-48: 7 )
1940
V3 x V2
Vinecross B4
1940
V3 x VI
Vinecross B5
1946
Purdue 39 x VI
Vinegold
1935
G. Bantam x Bl. Mex.
Vineland Bantam
1942
Inbreds VI, V2, V3 Golden Bantam
CUCUMBER
1922
W h . Spine x Telegraph
Hescrow
LETTUCE
Velvet*
Sel. Butterhead type
1957
PEPPER (Rept. 1949-50: 4 6 )
1952
Vinedale ( V 5 1 1 )
Harris Ely. Giant x
Sunnybrook
RHUBARB
Valentine ( V 3 0 )
Macdonald x open
1938
TOMATO, Greenhouse (Rept. 1942: 46, 1945-46: 56-60:
Vagabond ( V 5 0 8 )
Vetomold, V121, L. hirsutum 1950
Vetomold
Potentate x Red Currant
1939

Main references, Station publications
Rept. 1942: 48, 1947-48: 13.
Rept. 1942: 51, 1945-46: 54.
Rept. 1942: 51, 1945-46: 55,
1947-48: 7.
Rept. 1945-46: 55, 1947-48: 7.
Rept. 1942: 51-52, 1945-46: 56.
Rept. 1945-46: 53-54.
Rept. 1942: 49.
Rept. 1955-56: 00.
Rept. 1949-50: 46-47.

Rept. 1942: 51, 1945-46: 61.
1953-54: 76-80)
Rept. 1953-54: 80.
Rept. 1942: 46, 1945-46: 59,
1947-48: 12.

Vinequeen ( V 5 4 6 ) f J. Baer, L. hirsutum,
Vetomold, F101
Vulcan ( V 4 8 0 4 )
V473 x Vetomold
V121
Potentate x Red Currant

1954

V473
Vetomold x Stirling Castle
TOMATO, Outdoor
Harkness
Grand Rapids x Earliana

1946

Rept. 1947-48: 12, 1949-50: 9-10.
Rept. 1942: 47, 1945-46: 60,
1947-48: 12.
Rept. 1945-46; 60, 1947-48: 12.

1936

Rept. 1949-50: 45.

1948
1941

* Velvet lettuce, named in 1956, is to be released for commercial use when sufficient seed is
available.
A more precise parentage for Vinequeen is as follows—John Baer x L. hirsutum backcrossed
twice to John Baer, then selfed once; outcrossed to Vetomold, then selfed twice; outcrossed to
F101, a line homozygous for the Vetomold, V121 and Stirling Castle types of leaf-mold
resistance; then selfed 8 times. Sixteen generations are involved in the complex breeding.
Similarly, the parentage of other leaf-mold resistant varieties as Vagabond is simplified in the
"parentage" column of Table 11.
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Mold-resistant Tomatoes
The first Station introduction, VETOMOLD, is not now grown to any extent
as a greenhouse variety either in Canada or elsewhere. For a time it was grown in
Western Europe but not likely to any extent now except as a parent variety. As a
parent of the F1 hybrid Single Cross it is being used extensively. (It is possible that
VI21 is being substituted for Vetomold in this hybrid. ) In Australia Vetomold is
being grown as an outdoor staking variety.
V121 probably constitutes 35 per cent of the spring greenhouse crop in Ontario,
but this proportion is rapidly decreasing as Tuckqueen increases. Tuckqueen is a
Dutch variety introduced in Canada by the Horticultural Experiment Station after
several years of test.
V U L C A N at present is the main variety grown in Ontario for the fall greenhouse
crop.
VAGABOND is being grown to some extent in British Columbia and Nova
Scotia. Reports from Holland indicate that the F x between Vagabond and Ailsa
Craig is very promising there.
VINEQUEEN will probably plant one-quarter of the Ontario greenhouse acreage
in the fall of 1957. Also it is being grown as a spring variety but to a lesser
extent.
Overall, the Vineland introductions of mold-resistant greenhouse tomatoes constitute
about 90 per cent of the fall crop in Ontario and British Columbia, 25 per
cent of the Maritime crop. In the spring crop, if Tuckqueen is included, about
50 per cent of the Ontario and British Columbia greenhouse crops are Vineland
introductions.
Vineland mold-resistant lines, both introduced varieties and breeding lines,
are being extensively used in Western Europe and the United States as breeding
material.

Distribution of Station Introductions
At the time of introduction, propagating material —budwood, cuttings, seed—
is made available without cost, to growers, nurseries, seedsmen. In general thereafter,
and once the "trade" is able to supply grower needs, the Horticultural Experiment
Station discontinues grower distribution.
Tabulated records of Station distribution will be found in the following Station
Biennial Reports.
1943-1944,
1945-1946,
1947-1948,
1949-1950,
1951-1952,
1953-1954,

page 33.
page 45.
page 58.
pages 44-45.
pages 44-45.
pages 82-83.

Table 12 summarizes the total distribution of station named fruits over the
period 1924 (the first year of distribution) to 1956 inclusive.
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TABLE

12.

D I S T R I B U T I O N OF S T A T I O N N A M E D F R U I T S ,

Nursery distribution

Grower distribution
Kind and variety

Buds,
scions

No. of
contacts

Plants,
trees

CHERRY, Sweet
Velvet
Vernon
Victor
V27021
V27026
V35031
V35038
V35042
V350427

54
52
59
44
50
45
22
29
38

41
72
87

PEACH
Erlyvee
Somervee
Valiant
Vanguard
Vaughan
Vedette
Veefreeze
Vesper
Veteran
Viceroy
Vimy

1924-1956

No. of
contacts

Buds,
scions

8
38

2, 013
1, 426
657
1, 210
1, 385
1, 490
615
855
1, 040

26
25
22
21
32
33
16
17
5

9, 110
6, 550
4, 605
4, 850
6, 140
7, 940
3, 725
3, 300
750

45
46
55
57
33
62
11
21
59
13
21

12
18
206
5
88
651

2, 095
1, 905
3, 250
4, 740
250
4, 475

15
14
98
20

7, 025
3, 825
102, 800
17, 050

19
68
11
55

325
4, 535
460
835

74
6
13
59
16
9

104, 000
2, 400
7, 015
75, 175
15, 525
5, 450

PEAR
Russet Bartlett

36

29

790

20

4, 300

GRAPE
V29143
V370625
V35081
V37069

16
4
7
2

350
17
11

1, 825
625
450
310

1
1
1
1

1, 100
2, 000
700
1, 700

RASPBERRY
Vandyke
Viking

3
480

75
69, 245

13

13, 415

STRAWBERRY
Valentine
Vandyke
Vanguard
Vanrouge

166
18
248
52

5, 345
1, 015
13, 425
3, 230

17
1
6
11

1, 922
25
1, 190
6, 752

1, 848

94, 121

593

420, 339

37, 561

* No distribution of Station named varieties prior to 1924.
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The distribution of plants and seed of vegetable varieties introduced by the
Station is given in Table 13.
TABLE

13.

VEGETABLE DISTRIBUTION.

Kind and variety Plants,
seeds
ASPARAGUS
Viking (V35)
CORN, Sweet
Vinecross
Vinegold
Vineland Bantam
Inbreds
CUCUMBER
Hescrow
PEPPER
Vinedale
RHUBARB
Valentine

Contacts
Gr. -nur.

475 plants
125 lb. seed
109 lb.
1161/2lb.
No record
513 lb.

180

78
58
58

NAMED

STATION

Kind and
variety

INTRODUCTIONS

Plants,
seeds

LETTUCE
Velvet

Contacts
Gr. -nur.

36 pkt.

TOMATO, Greenhouse
Vagabond (V508)
Vetomold
Vinequeen (V546)

No record

Vulcan (V4804)
V121
V473

5 lb., 41 pkt.

35

TOMATO, Market
Harkness

2, 118 crowns

194

192
47
121
5
81
109
27

7

pkt.
pkt.
pkt. +
oz.
pkt.
pkt.
pkt.

156
47
118
81
109
27
55

40 lb.

Distribution of Selections for Trial
Thorough test of potential introductions, under varying conditions of soil
and climate, is desirable. Many growers are willing co-operators in such tests which
are a material aid in evaluating the commercial possibilities of selections. Tables
14 and 15 indicate the extent of this co-operative effort. It will be noted that, at
one time or another, some 272 fruit selections have been placed with growers for
observation, and that there have been 1, 878 grower contacts, where space, time and
effort have been given. The actual number of individual growers is much less than
the number shown as contacts, as a grower- co-operator usually tests many selections
over a period of years.
In vegetables (Table 15), 251 selections have been placed for trial with 1, 452
"contacts".
TABLE 14.

Kind
Apple
Cherry, sweet
Grape
Peach
Pear
Plum
Strawberry

FRUITS.
D I S T R I B U T I O N OF S T A T I O N N U M B E R E D
TO G R O W E R S FOR T R I A L , 1 9 2 0 * - 1 9 5 6

SELECTIONS

Grower
contacts

No. of
selections

Trees.
plants

Buds,
scions

8
32
34
96
7
12
83

33
365
821
2, 397
125
7
14, 796

300
24, 930
8, 396
20, 582
264
244

38
397
86
716
38
21
582

272

18, 544

54, 716

1, 878

* The first year of distribution.
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TABLE 15.

S T A T I O N V E G E T A B L E S E L E C T I O N S D I S T R I B U T E D FOR T E S T , 1 9 4 1 * TO

No. of
sel.

Kind
Bean, pole

4

Cabbage
Corn, sweet
Cucumber
greenhouse
Radish
Pepper
Eggplant

1
28

2
1
2
42

24
2
1
7

33
2
1
1

Seed

Contacts

pkt. and
lb.
pkt.
pkt.

4
2
38

pkt.
pkt.
pkt.
oz.

33
2
1
7

No. of
sel.

Kind
Muskmelon
Watermelon
Tomato,
greenhouse
Tomato
market
Tomato
process

Total no. of sel. 251

Contacts

Seed

52
29

17 pkt.
1 pkt.
933 pkt. and
1 lb. 13 oz.
86 pkt.

91

361 pkt. and

11
1

1956

17
1
897
86
364

Total no. of contacts 1, 452

* No record of distribution prior to 1941.
T A B L E 16.

D I S T R I B U T I O N OF STANDARD F R U I T V A R I E T I E S , 1 9 3 5 * TO

Kind f

Plants,
trees

Apple
Apricot
Cherry
Nectarine
Nut
Peach
Pear
Plum
Grape
Gooseberry
Raspberry
Strawberry

894
40
269
4
275
742
266
179
1, 581
81
1, 813
5, 529

Cuttings,
scions

Buds

77, 260
720
2, 975

421, 660

No. of grower
and nursery
contacts

395, 000
17, 800
362, 205
220
3, 427
342, 090
85, 855
100, 305

585
203
328
10
46
451
319
320
481
89
46
110

1, 306, 902

2, 988

104
360
6, 607
4, 027
317, 729
11, 878

11, 673

1956

* No complete record of distribution prior to 1935.
Propagating material of 200 to 300 varieties of fruits is requested each year by growers and
nurseries.
No complete record of distribution prior to 1943.
TABLE 17.

VEGETABLE DISTRIBUTION,

No. of
Distrib.
varieties
seeds
Kind
Bean
7 lb.
1
1
1 pkt.
Beet
Cauliflower
3
3 pkt.
6 oz.
3 pkt.
3
Cabbage
Cucumber
17 pkt.
11
77 3/4 lb.
3 pkt.
Celery
3
4 pkt.
Eggplant
4
3 pkt.
2
Lettuce
5 pkt.
Onion
3
3 lb. 1 oz.

Contacts
Gr. & nur.
2
1
3
3
19
3
4
3
7

1 9 4 1 * TO 1 9 5 6 .

Kind
Pepper
Sweet Corn

VARIETIES IN TRADE.

No. of Distrib.
varieties seeds
6
11

Sweet Potatoes

9

Muskmelon
Watermelon
Tomatoes,
greenhouse
Tomatoes,
market
Tomatoes,
canning

1
6

Totals
* No record of distribution prior to 1941.
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26
22
33
145

Contacts
Gr. & nur.

12 pkt.
21/4lb.
9 pkt.
3 oz.
350 plants
4 lb. tubers
5 pkt.
7 pkt.
3/4 lb.
168 pkt.
82 pkt.
88 pkt.
15 lb. 2 oz.

18
13
14
5
7
171
82
81
436

11/4oz.

Distribution of Propagating Material, Standard Varieties, 1935-1956
Fruits. Nurseries and fruit-growers are encouraged to come to the Experiment
Station for propagating material —scions, budwood, and cuttings—and this service
has been welcomed by them. There is a measure of uncertainty as to variety in a
grower's orchard unless the fruit is mature or nearly mature at budding time. The
orchards of the Experiment Station on the other hand, present a thoroughly dependable
source of propagating wood available to all nurseries and growers up to the limit
of supply. In several instances, where sufficient material was not available in the
Station orchards, another source was checked for trueness-to-name. In Table 16,
the extent of the distribution from the Station orchards is shown from 1935, when
records were first kept, up to and including 1956.
The nursery-grower use of Station orchards for true-to-name propagating
material has been at a high level, as indicated by the record. It may be assumed
that this service, together with the nursery-stock identification service, has aided
substantially in providing the grower with varieties true-to-name.
Further reference to the distribution of propagating material of standard varieties
will be found in Station reports as follows:
Rept.
Rept.
Rept.
Rept.
Rept.
Rept.

1942: 9.
1945-46: 63.
1947-48: 78.
1949-50: 60.
1951-52: 44.
1953-54: 81.

The detail in these reports indicates that, each year, growers and nurseries
request propagating material of 200 to 300 varieties.
Vegetables. The distribution, mostly seed, of standard vegetable varieties,
while substantial, is considerably less than for fruits. Distribution detail is given
in Table 17.

Chance Seedlings from Growers
Every year a number of seedling fruits are brought to Station attention. Most
of these, on the basis of fruit examination, have no particular promise, and the
sender is so advised. Some seedlings, however, do indicate promise, and steps are
taken for adequate testing.
With the senders consent, and Station assurance that the seedling remains
his property, a sufficient propagation is made to supply tree or plants for the Station
test orchards. Later, as fruiting information is available, the owner of the seedling
is advised of its possible commercial value.
By 1945 the grower's list included 30 apples, 6 apricots, 7 cherries, 47 peaches,
3 pears, 5 plums, 7 grapes, 1 blackberry, 6 raspberries, 5 strawberries—a total of 117.
Some detail of these seedlings, more particularly growers' names and addresses, is
given, in part, in the 1942 Station Report, pp. 25 to 27; and in the 1946 edition of
Bull. 430, Fruit Varieties, Part VI.
Since 1945, further seedlings have been received for trial:
2 cherries, 21 peaches, 6 pears, 3 plums, 1 grape, 2 raspberries,
, 1 black currant, 2 red currants. Detail of this group
expected 1957 revision of the Fruit Variety bulletin, now
preparation.
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22 apples, 5 apricots,
1 blackberry, 1 strawberry
will be given in the
(1956) in course of

Variety Trials
When the Horticultural Experiment Station was originally constituted the
primary purpose was to facilitate and expand variety test work, under competent
observers, by consolidating the many semi-private testing stations scattered over the
Province. The earlier orchard plantings (1908-10) were, therefore, almost entirely
variety orchards. Research and Plant Breeding were gradually included in the Station
program, but Variety Testing still remains a major activity and, in fact, roughly
absorbs one -third of the Station acreage and staff time, Research and Plant breeding
accounting for the other two-thirds in approximately equal proportions (exclusive of
extension work incident to these three broad divisions).
The purpose of variety testing is to evaluate as quickly as possible the flood of
new varieties originating as chance seedlings, bud sports, and particularly from
planned plant breeding. In this latter field Alderman of Minnesota in 1936 estimated
(A. S. H. S. Report 1937) 57 U. S. Stations were engaged in breeding our commonly
grown, temperate-zone fruits, excluding nuts and subtropical fruits. These Stations
at that time had introduced to the public 541 new varieties, to which Alderman
estimated 200 varieties of apples, crab apples, and plums should be added for Canadian
(Dominion) Stations.
These 1936 figures (no later figures are available) give some indication of the
constantly expanding variety problem, and the necessity for adequate testing at
Vineland of material likely to have value for Ontario horticulture. This necessity
is further indicated by the fact that of the 541 U. S. introductions only 50 had, by
1936, either made a place for themselves or showed marked promise of coming
importance. About 50 more were grown in sufficient volume to make them of significant
horticultural value.
These figures are for U. S. Station introductions only and to them must be added
the many hundreds of private and nursery introductions offered to the grower, often
with substantial propaganda.
The variety test therefore has an important place in attempting to evaluate new
varieties for commercial purposes, largely relieving the grower of this expensive task
and offering guidance in what to plant, and equally, what not to plant.
Of almost equal importance, the presence of considerable collections of variety
material provides the necessary basic material for plant breeding. An intimate knowledge
of existing varieties is an absolutely necessary prerequisite to intelligent plant
breeding.
In Station trials of tree fruits, from three to five trees of a variety are planted. In
small fruits relatively more plants are grown. Records include the source of the new
variety (Nursery or Institution), year planted, seasonal notes on growth, hardiness,
blooming date, fruitfulness, season of maturity, quality, value, market reaction, etc.
This field information is now augmented by various laboratory tests conducted by
the Products Laboratory.
Part VI of the three (1943, 1946, 1951) editions of Ontario Department of
Agriculture Bulletin 430, Fruit Varieties, gives some detail of the scope of the fruit
variety tests at Vineland. Included are lists of all varieties under test, or which
have been tested.
The table here given summarizes the extent of the work in terms of total number
of varieties now (1956) under test, or which have been tested and removed. It
includes a considerable number of "chance" seedlings sent in by growers mostly.
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TABLE

18.

S U M M A R Y OF F R U I T V A R I E T Y T R I A L S ,

Kind of fruit

1956

No. varieties
under test, 1956

No. varieties
previously tested

Total

206
99
0
52
14
123
7
39
67
26
155
34
73
27
1
54

307
114
8
46
29
365
15
27
135
20
183
49
89
22
49
284

513
213
8
98
43
488
22
66
202
46
338
83
162
49
48
338

977

1, 740

2, 717

Apples
Pears
Quinces
Cherries, sweet
Cherries, sour
Peaches
Nectarines
Apricots
Plums
Edible nuts and persimmons
Grapes
Blackberries
Raspberries
Currants
Gooseberries
Strawberries
Totals

The Grape Sub-station
In several ways the Grape Sub-station is of substantial interest and benefit to
growers, nurseries, the wine industry.
First, the Sub-station is a most comprehensive collection of grape varieties of
possible value for Ontario conditions and needs—dessert, fresh market, processing.
As such, excellent use is made of it by growers and processors alike, keenly aware of
the importance of finding new varieties better suited in one or more ways to Ontario
needs than those varieties which presently constitute the bulk of grape acreage.
Evidence of this interest is clearly shown in the accompanying figures. Note
that as early as 1948, within a year of the first (1947) plantings of vines, growers
and nurseries were securing cuttings; and a year later wine manufacturers were
securing some fruit for experimental purposes.
T A B L E 19.

Varieties
Station sel's.
TABLE 20.

G R A P E C U T T I N G S S U P P L I E D TO G R O W E R S AND N U R S E R I E S

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

2, 430

2, 745

7, 452

10, 410

23, 900

59, 400

57, 250
500

54, 560
3, 000

63, 500
4, 000

F R U I T S U P P L I E D TO W I N E R I E S FOR E X P E R I M E N T A L OR O T H E R

No. of wineries
No. of varieties
Tons of fruit

PURPOSES*

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

3
41
1

6
36
5

5
18
7

6
36
14

6
24
18

7
27
20

7
35
27

6
33
32

* Most of this fruit was purchased by the wineries concerned.

No less important is the service which stems from the fruit supplied to the
Horticultural Products Laboratory. Extensive laboratory tests indicate the wine
capabilities of the many varieties and Station selections. The information thus
gained is a major factor in determining, commercially, what varieties to plant, what
Station selections merit serious consideration.
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Tree Pruning Practices
In days of yore, prior to 1920, the accepted orchard practice was to prune heavily,
both young trees and old. The belief then was, and is still held by some few, that
pruning encouraged both growth and fruitfulness.
That this long-held concept was in error became evident in the early 1920's,
as a result of simple comparisons of degrees of pruning in a Station apple orchard.
Other similar pruning comparisons were being made in England and the United
States particularly.
A statement of the results of the Station experiment was made in a Station
extension release in January, 1922. That statement, headed Pruning Young Fruit
Trees, is as valid now as when made 35 years ago. Here it is together with its
accompanying Pruning Recommendation.
"The practice usually advocated in Ontario for young trees, (whether apple,
pear, peach or other fruit) until they come into bearing, has been to give regular,
fairly heavy annual dormant pruning on the theory that such pruning induces
vigorous growth and makes for a larger, stronger tree.
"Experimental work in England, in the United States and at this Station has
shown conclusively, however, that the less pruning the young non-bearing tree is
given, the larger, stronger tree it makes and the sooner it comes into bearing.
Growth is only apparently induced by pruning. The long, thick, sappy growth
in the young tree resulting from heavy pruning does not total as much, however, as
the normal growth and extension of large and small branches in the unpruned tree.
Careful measurements demonstrate this.
"The reason for the unpruned or lightly pruned tree being larger than the
tree receiving more severe treatment is, in reality, very simple and logical. The
soil may contain an abundance of plant food, but this "raw" food must first go to
the leaves and be there turned into "manufactured" food before the tree can make
use of it for further growth and fruitfulness. Pruning, by removing part of the
possible leaf area of a tree, reduces by just that much the ability of the tree to
manufacture plant food, and hence inhibits growth.
"With reference to pruning delaying fruiting, it has lately been shown that
before there can be fruitfulness there must be a partial storing up of manufactured
food in the branches, twigs and fruit spurs. This storing up of surplus food naturally
takes place first in the unpruned tree with its greater leaf surface, and the unpruned
tree is therefore the first to come into bearing.
"Pruning recommendation. Head back the young tree at planting time as is
the present practice to counterbalance the root pruning incident to transplanting.
Limit subsequent pruning of the non-bearing tree to the removal of undesirable
branches and even then thin out too little rather than too much. Head back a
branch only when necessary to shape the tree and then head back preferably to a
side branch. Prune lightly, recognizing that light pruning for the peach would
be moderate pruning for the apple. As the tree reaches maturity and bears heavily,
heavier pruning will have to be given to maintain a proper supply of new growth. "
(E. F. Palmer)
These recommendations, and the emphasis on "moderation" in pruning met a
thoroughly mixed reception for many years. But more and more growers decided to
"give it a try", and so the practice spread until now it is seldom questioned. Growers
know that the young tree, given corrective training rather than severe pruning,
develops a strong framework, less subject to limb breakage. And that it comes
into bearing earlier, bears heavier crops.
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Orchard Soil Management
Until well into the 1920s it was heresy to challenge the accepted orchard
practice of early, continuous, thorough, and relatively late cultivation, often until
well into August.
The Experiment Station, by 1927, and as a result of its own and similar
experimental work elsewhere, did challenge the thorough cultivation concept.
Station personnel had become convinced of these things.
1. Cultivation could be much reduced for tree fruits, especially by stopping
early ( J u l y 1 approximately), with no loss in yield or fruit quality. In fact, over the
long pull there was likely to be improvement since the reduced cultivation, together
with a correspondingly long period of green-manure crop growth tended to reverse
the soil-degrading effects of long-continued summer cultivation. The lessened
cultivation resulted in a soil of improved physical structure, better aerated and more
receptive to rain.
2. Among other effects and benefits, early cessation of cultivation reduced
the available nitrogen in the latter part of the growing season. This in turn
improved fruit quality and colour, and also promoted early tree maturity with less
danger of subsequent winter injury.
3. For some tree fruits at least, the apple, the pear and the sweet cherry
particularly, it was possible and desirable on good fruit soils to discontinue cultivation
entirely, relying on well- cared -for sods and sod mulches.
4. More recently, where some form of cultivation is still considered necessary,
peaches for example, trash disking rather than plowing down of green-manure
crops is being advocated.
5. W h i l e grapes perhaps require later cultivation than peaches, there is no
benefit in cultivations after mid-July. At one time August cultivation was quite
common.
These ideas of reduced cultivation, modified cultivation, and outright sod were
vigorously promoted from 1927 on. They met with considerable resistance, both
from the grower, and within the "Department". Yet, it is seldom that one now
sees, in Ontario, orchards clean cultivated after July 1. And most apple, pear, and
sweet cherry orchards are in permanent sod.
But, "old ideas die hard". That was the comment of one grower who, taking
pride in a sod pear orchard, was asked why he hadn't accepted, some 10 years earlier,
the idea of sod for his orchard.
So, while practices change slowly, they do change. Often change is vigorously
challenged as in the case of soil management, and also pruning practices (p. 00).
Probably it is as well that it is so since it forces the new idea to prove its worth in
practice.

Soil and Leaf Analysis
In the early days of the Station, the fruit-grower could only guess what the
fertility status of his orchard soil might be. If his trees were not growing and
producing satisfactorily, it was difficult to determine whether a nutritional disorder
or some other factor was responsible. His only approach to the problem was to
apply different fertilizer materials, on trial-and-error basis, until he, perhaps, found
the missing link.
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In 1925, a soils laboratory was set up at the Horticultural Experiment Station.
Primarily, this laboratory was designed to handle analysis of fruit soils, and was
the first such laboratory in Ontario to establish a soil-testing service for fruit soils.
The grower was then able, with the help of soil-test results, to correct any deficiency
condition that existed, and to maintain a better balanced nutrient supply in his
soil. Many thousand growers have used this service during the past thirty years,
and have applied the results obtained from it to their orchards with considerable
success. This service is still being offered.
While soil tests are an accurate guide for the measurement of soil nutrient
supplies, other factors such as management, drainage, soil type, pH, variety, etc.
partially determine how much of this soil nutrient supply the fruit tree is able
to get.
With the development of instrumental methods of quantitative analysis for
determining the various nutrient-elements, leaf analysis has gained in use and
popularity since 1945. By analyzing fruit tree leaves, we can determine what the
tree is actually getting from the soil, and thus its fertilizer requirements. It is
possible to learn the exact concentration of nutrients needed in the leaf for optimum
fruit production and quality.
In recent years, an extensive leaf-analysis program has been developed at the
Experiment Station. Several thousand leaf samples have already been analyzed, in
an effort to determine the existing nutrient levels in representative orchards and
vineyards in each of the major fruit-growing areas of the province. In addition,
leaf analysis is being used in studies on utilization of applied fertilizers, and the
relation between nutrient status and fruit yield and quality.
With the information made available from this leaf-analysis work, the Station
will be able to offer, in 1958, a leaf-analysis service to Ontario fruit-growers.
Properly used, a leaf-analysis service should further reduce the guesswork incident
to fertilizer use.

Rootstocks for Fruit Trees
In the spring of 1927, the Experiment Station imported from the East Mailing
Station rootstocks of Mailing I, II, IX, and XVI for budding to five "North American"
varieties. The resulting trees were set out in the fall of 1929 and represented one
of the earliest trials of the Mailing rootstocks in North America. It was Station
policy not to "high pressure" the planting of trees on Mailing rootstocks, so they
have been slow to find a place in our orchards. However, by 1954 interest became
very keen in them, particularly II, VII, and IX. This sudden surge of interest was,
in part, due to the establishment of new orchards by growers who had sold their
former orchards for real estate purposes but wished to get back quickly into the
fruit-growing business. In 1956, there were at least 200, 000 Mailing rootstocks
budded in Ontario, probably as many as were budded on the orthodox standard
rootstocks. As a result of our long experience with these stocks, we can give
growers reasonably reliable information on spacing and culture for these dwarf
and semi-dwarf trees.
More recently, the Station has conducted tests with rootstocks for pears and
the stone fruits. It now appears likely that, in a few years, a dwarfing rootstock
for pears of a pear species may replace the not-too-satisfactory quince in current use
for this purpose. For the stone fruits, some other species appear to be more tolerant
to the imperfect drainage common to Niagara soils, than the rootstocks now in use.
For instance, Station tests in grower orchards, have shown quite clearly that Mahaleb
is unsuitable for the cherry where drainage is questionable.
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True-to-name Nursery Stock
A study of the leaf and other growth characters of the more important tree
fruit varieties was begun in 1923, by W. H. Upshall. These studies indicated that
varietal mixtures in the nursery row, in apples, pears, plums, cherries and peaches,
could be eliminated.
Ontario nurseries were offered a certification service in 1925. This service was
given by the Experiment Station continuously until 1951, when the responsibility
was transferred to the Ontario Fruit Branch. During the period 1925 to 1950
inclusive 19, 373, 365 trees were examined, and 190, 908 mixtures were found, or
1% of the total. (Biennial Report, 1949 and 1950, p. 66).

Fruit Marketing
Since 1940 the Station has had continuously active projects in the field of
fruit marketing. A comprehensive study of changes in size, colour, and quality
(fresh and processed) of several varieties of cherries, plums, peaches, and pears
just previous to harvest was carried on from 1943 to 1946. As a result, guides for
optimum maturity at picking time were established.
Beginning in 1943, shipping tests of peaches and plums were commenced and
have been kept up every season thereafter, including 1956. Recently there have
been a few test shipments of pears and grapes. Trade and consumer reactions to
size, maturity, methods of packing, and containers have been obtained. In part
as a result of this work, precooling of the fruit is growing in importance, containers
are changing to smaller units, some of them being packed in masters, and there is
a developing interest in pads and crinkle cups as a protection against bruising.
The shipping investigations have been done in co-operation with the Ontario
Fruit Branch. Brown rot studies on the stone fruits have been carried on in
co-operation with the St. Catharines Laboratory of Plant Pathology. Some progress
has been made in reducing losses from brown rot in shipments to consuming centres.

Ornamentals, Varieties and Breeding
Ornamental horticulture is now officially recognized at the Experiment Station
as a proper field for research work. Prior to 1951 the chief effort was simply to
maintain the grounds and gardens in a generally attractive condition; and, with
one or two flower species, as the gladiolus and the lily, to develop, privately, a plant
program.
In 1951 a start was made to refine, consolidate, and extend the plantings of
ornamentals—trees, shrubs, flowers. The variety collections of roses, irises, peonies,
chrysanthemums, lilies and gladiolus have been improved with substantial additions
of the newer and better varieties. Annual and perennial borders have been extended
to include more varieties of commonly grown species; and also lesser known species,
suitable for this area, which will interest the amateur gardener.
New park areas were developed in the spring of 1952, and now include or
will include in their plantings native Canadian trees and shrubs suitable for
Southern Ontario.
A small collection of rhododendron and azalea species was made some years
ago. This collection was considerably increased in 1952, to demonstrate the
usefulness of rhododendrons and azaleas for Southern Ontario gardens, provided
the requirements of acid soil and relatively low light are met.
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Most of the older ornamental material, especially trees and shrubs, has been
labelled. New material, including annuals and perennials, is labelled as it is
planted. This labelling has resulted in a greatly increased visitor-interest.
The breeding work with gladiolus, originally a private endeavour of the
Director, is now considered to be a Station project, although privately endowed.
The endowment supports the lily breeding work as well (labour) although, otherwise
, the lily work retains its private character.

Testing New Varieties of Fruits and Vegetables by Storage and Processing
The plant breeders' search for new varieties of fruits and vegetables appears
to be unending. And so long as new varieties are bred, laboratory tests of their
uses and characteristics will be needed. This need was one of the primary reasons
for establishing the Horticultural Products Laboratory as part of the Experiment
Station.
All harvested fruits and vegetables are held (stored) from a few hours to
many months before they reach the consumer. They may be held under natural
conditions or in rooms in which the environment is controlled. Sometimes the raw
product is held for future processing. Holding in the "fresh" condition is the most
important method of keeping fruits and vegetables for future use, and useful
new varieties must be robust enough to be held for the necessary periods.
Various processing methods are used to
may be canned, frozen, juiced, concentrated,
or fermented. Canning is the most important
products. Freezing requires very special care
is the most important process for grapes.

'preserve" fruits and vegetables. They
dehydrated, pickled, brined, sulphured
preservation method for Niagara-grown
in the selection of varieties. Fermentation

The Products Laboratory is equipped with rooms and cabinets in which
temperatures can be controlled over a range of from -65°F. to
150°F. About
65 different temperatures can be made available at one time. The water-vapour
content and the amount of oxygen and carbon dioxide can be controlled in the
atmosphere in a number of the cabinets or "spaces". These facilities are used for
holding-tests of both "fresh" and processed products. The lowest temperatures are
used to process and hold frozen products.
All new varieties (except grapes) are tested after canning and freezing. All
examinations of processed new varieties are made as comparisons with processed
samples of well-known commercial varieties of the same kind of fruit or vegetable.
Each year from 300 to 500 varieties are processed. The plant breeder eliminates
many varieties on the basis of field performance. Those showing some promise in
the field are laboratory-tested three years before elimination. Those surviving the
preliminary trials are laboratory-tested during a further 3 to 4 years to obtain a
broader view of seasonal variation in behaviour. The laboratory records are used
by the plant breeder to assist in decisions about introduction of the new fruit to
commerce. In such instances the Laboratory is a "measuring tool" at the service
of the plant breeder.
Variety testing is an unspectacular routine which consumes about one-third
of the total effort of the Laboratory. Extra help is hired in the growing season to
process the varieties. The material is examined during the winter months. The
accumulating records on each new fruit or vegetable gradually develop into a
revealing picture of its performance.
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Carbonated Fruit Beverages
Occasionally the harvest of sour cherry, peach, apple, Concord grape and
Niagara grape is too large to be readily absorbed by current market procedures.
The Horticultural Products Laboratory was asked by a growers' organization to seek
alternate markets for the "surplus" fruits.
It was soon evident that there was no likelihood of absorbing merely occasional
surplus (and often low quality) material. These fruits contain no known ingredients
of sufficiently high value to justify the cost of processing plants for occasional
surpluses.
Also there is no satisfactory measure of the size of the alleged surplus of any
of the above crops. Quite often it appears to be small in terms of percentage of
the crop. Sometimes it proves to be mythical and merely the result of a miscalculation
by some agency. In some instances some surplus may be a chronic condition.
It would seem that a successful alternate method of marketing the "problem"
fruits would compete for its share of raw product in both lean and bounteous harvest
years. Obviously the "new" product or method must not interfere with consumption
of a former product made from the same fruit. Products that may meet the above
requirements are carbonated fruit beverages. While similar beverages have been
known on a laboratory basis for a long time, and some of them are now available
(especially in Europe), it is not now possible to buy locally at retail, carbonated
beverages containing maximum amounts of the fruits noted above.
The carbonated beverages developed at Vineland contain the maximum amount
of fruit most pleasing to the public groups which have taste-tested them. It was
necessary to sweeten and dilute sour cherry juice to achieve palatability. Because
they are generally too high in sugar at harvest the two grape juices were diluted
to an acceptable sweetness. Some apple was added to peach juice to develop and
emphasize peach flavour. Apple was carbonated as pure juice.
It is believed that there will be no serious technical difficulties when commercial
production of these beverages is attempted. Several hundred persons have sampled
the products and their favorable reaction is evidence that a market exists for such
products. How large it is will require tests that this laboratory cannot make.

Bitter Flavour in Stored Carrots
Most problems under investigation in the Horticultural Products Laboratory
tend to require study during several years, and the problem affects quite a wide
range of interests. However, there are other problems brought to the laboratory
which require only minor time and effort and affect as few as one person. Such
items are not ordinarily reported. An example of a problem which had a fairly
narrow interest and required only two or three days to resolve was a powerfully
bitter taste which developed in some local carrots in refrigeration and destined for
canning as baby food. By using the senses of taste and smell of a group of laboratory
staff, the bitterness was judged to be probably an intensification of normal carrot
flavour ingredients. If that were true then the condition might reverse itself if
the temperature were raised. Actual test revealed that normal flavour was resumed
after 3 days at room temperature, or after 12 hours exposure to 100°F.

Storage Root Rot of Celery
One of the present staff of the Horticultural Products Laboratory, while on
the staff of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, had studied, over a 10-year
period, a serious fungous disease of stored celery (caused by Centrospora acerina).
A new area, Burlington, was the scene of an epidemic of serious proportions in
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1951. Because of the above-noted familiarity with the disease the Burlington
problem was assigned to the Horticultural Products Laboratory. A 3-year study
was supported by funds from the former Ontario Research Council.
A feature of the disease which makes study of it slow and frustrating is its
erratic occurrence. In only one of the 3 years was the disease severe and in one
year it scarcely appeared at all. It varied also in severity from place to place in a
single field. The effects of control measures are difficult to assess under such
conditions. It was tentatively established during the study, and confirmed commercially
since then, that copper-8-quinolinolate is a commercial control. It is
helping to retain celery as an economic crop in the affected area.

Grape Wine Research
The vineyards of the Horticultural Experiment Station contain about 250
varieties and selections. Included are old, established varieties, some of the newer
French hybrids, hybrids from New York State, and hybrids which originated at
Vineland. The content of the vineyard changes each year as new, or recently
acquired material, is brought in, and as varieties are removed because they fail to
meet requirements.
The fermentation studies with grapes are on a slightly different basis than
variety trials with other fruits. Wine is a manufactured product which often has
little resemblance to field characters of the grape from which it was made. Examination
of the wines resulting from fermentations requires rather specialized experience,
and nine commercial wineries assist the laboratory staff with examination of all wine
samples. Field performance of grape is examined carefully by the winery personnel
and, while high yields are greatly desired, a given variety may have wine characteristics
which command enough premium to compensate for more modest yields,
e. g. Delaware.
Wineries sometimes enter into arrangements with growers to grow certain new
varieties of grape, and decisions about the varieties are their own. Some wineries
grow new varieties experimentally. Grape varieties as wines vary considerably in their
appeal to individual commercial winery staffs. The reason is that their interests and
therefore their needs are quite individual. Final decisions in the laboratory about the
utility of the wine from a new grape must be based partly on what seems to be an
average commercial opinion of the wine.
Reference may be made to the research paper "Variety Tests of Grapes for
Wines", published in the 1953-54 Biennial Report of the Horticultural Experiment
Station and Products Laboratory, pages 130 to 152. Here will be found a critical
examination of wines from 39 varieties of grapes selected on the following bases,
(a) commercially grown in the Niagara area, (b) new hybrids which have been
recommended to growers by wineries, (c) a selection of those under test by wineries,
and (d) those of more than average interest according to observations in the
Laboratory.

Flor-type Sherry Wine
Among the older and widely relished wines from Spain are the sherries. Some
of them have undergone a secondary fermentation under a film of yeast and acquired
the "flor" odour and taste. The effect of flor on the mouth and nose is not closely
related to any common Canadian food or beverage but, when flor is very strong, some
persons say it is "cheesy". Canadian wineries are interested in developing flor in
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a native wine and the Wine Institute suggested such a study to the Horticultural
Products Laboratory.
The development of a film of yeast to bring about the flor effect is a natural
process in Spain where it takes place sufficiently often to meet the needs of the
industry. In Canadian wine however, the growth of film is rare and unpredictable.
This laboratory worked on the problem of film development for two years without
much success. But it was found that film was unnecessary if the yeast were induced
to grow in wines made from certain varieties of grape. Continuous or intermittent
agitation of the wine after inoculation with flor types of yeast resulted in rapid
increase in yeast population, development of flor odour and flavour, and the wine
was "aged" to a marked degree. Three weeks of agitation followed by a few months
in small oak containers resulted in a wine which seemed to have the desired character
within one year of harvest of the grape.
Substantial proof that wine made by the agitation method is similar to traditional
types was obtained when a committee of commercial wine technicians was not able
to distinguish imported sherry types (aged 5 years or more) from the laboratory
wines (aged less than 1 year) in a "blind tasting.

Refrigerated Storage
During the past 20 years one staff member working at the Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph, and since 1949 at the Horticultural Products Laboratory here, has
done research and promotional work in the use of refrigeration for the preservation
of horticultural products.
Included were some of the earliest Canadian studies of quick-frozen foods.
Testing new varieties of fruits and vegetables for suitability for freezing is still an
important part of the work of this Laboratory.
During the whole period a major project has been assisting growers and grower
organizations with the design of horticultural storage facilities. Public instruction
has been given frequently in the use of such facilities.
In 1956 a Regulation by a grower co-operative required the refrigeration of a
portion of the peach crop. This was a new and seemingly highly significant
development in the future usage of refrigeration. In 1955 many growers lost
unusually large quantities of fruit because of lack of refrigerated space. As a combined
result of the Regulation and the abnormal losses there has been great increase
in interest in refrigeration, and there has already been considerable construction.
There seems to be some realization that refrigeration is a vital "tool" in the handling
of harvested horticultural crops. The Horticultural Products Laboratory has served
as a centre of consultation and demonstration. The latter includes a new low-cost,
experimental peach-cooling building. New research includes a major project testing
cooling rates in experimental peach retailing packages.
In the past, production problems such as control of diseases and pests forced
attention on themselves. Such problems increase the difficulty and the cost of
growing a crop and tend to make optimum disposal of the harvest more important.
Possibly in the past the division of duties and interests during selling processes
obscured some product-preservation and product-quality problems. Whatever may
be the reason for a growing realization of the situation, it is evident that more and
more individuals and organizations are connecting refrigeration with successful
marketing of high-quality products.
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Sales Appeal in Publications
The old order c h a n g e . . . . In 1944 the Horticultural Experiment Station
was authorized to use colour in cultural bulletins for growers, and to change the
more or less traditional bulletin format. The first* such bulletin was No. 437,
Orchard Soil Management. The thought was that if bulletins and circulars were
to be useful they must first be read. To that end they needed to be "picked up" in
appearance, given sales appeal.
This use of colour, for the front cover only, and the generally more attractive
format inside and out, resulted in immediate grower interest. Attractive, sound
"packaging" had been applied to the written word as well as the fruit of the tree,
and met with instant approval.
From that start it soon became Department of Agriculture policy to use colour
for most department bulletins and circulars, and inside as well as out, provided the
additional expense over black and white illustrations could be justified by the ease
and clarity with which an idea could be presented. In many cases the lesson can
be as well presented by black and white as by colour, in which event colour is not
justified.
Ontario Department bulletins and circulars have steadily improved since 1944,
are now justly highly regarded wherever received, in Ontario and far beyond provincial
boundaries.

Extension Services
General. Situated as the Experiment Station is, in the heart of Ontario's most
intensive horticultural area, grower-extension and related services have always been
a substantial Station effort. A reasonable estimate would be that, until about 1954,
extension work of one kind and another—spray service, correspondence, telephone
calls, visits to and from growers, nursery inspection, soil testing, growers' meetings,
various inspection services—represented one-third of the total Station effort.
While the bulk of the requests for extension services were from the Niagara
area, a substantial number came from other commercial horticultural areas in the
province.
The increasing demand, local and province-wide, for extension services was
met with the appointment in 1923 of a full-time fieldman, the late J. A. Neilson
being the first appointee. He was followed by J. A. Goldie 1929 to 1939; C. B. Kelly,
1939 to 1950; R. R. Lipsit, 1950 to January 1954. Mr. Lipsit was then transferred
to the Agricultural Representative Branch as Fruit and Vegetable Fieldman, Niagara
District, headquarters remaining at the Experiment Station.
Meantime, to cope with steadily increasing extension activities, R. E. Moore
was appointed, October 1951, as Fruit and Vegetable Fieldman, Agricultural
Representative Branch, dividing the work with Mr. Lipsit.
Thus, beginning in 1951, directly or indirectly, the Experiment Station research
staff was relieved of considerable extension work, since there were now two full-time
extension men. The situation was helped still further in 1955 by establishing
Vineland as headquarters for the provincial fruit and vegetable extension work,
with W . B. Fox as Director in charge.
Even so, the technical workers of the Station devote a sizeable portion of their
time to direct extension work and to consultation with the extension men. The extension
* A front-cover colour illustration was used for Bull. 389, the "V" peaches (1938), as an aid
in identifying the five varieties, Vedette, Valiant, Veteran, Vimy and Viceroy. Bulletin format,
however, remained unchanged.
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sion man on Vegetable Canning Crops is still a member of the Station staff, not of
Extension Services. The close association of extension and research personnel is of
advantage to both groups, enabling extension workers to keep abreast of research
findings, and research men to keep informed of the problems in the field.
Something of the extent of the various extension services, prior to the extensive
change-over in 1955, is indicated in the accompanying table. Not included are the
many organized tours which make the Station a point of call.
TABLE 21.

A P P R O X I M A T E T O T A L N U M B E R OF E X T E N S I O N SERVICES
T H E B I E N N I U M S 1 9 5 1 AND 1 9 5 2 * , AND 1 9 5 3 AND 1 9 5 4 *

Staff

Meetings Attendattended ance

Bulletins
sent

Letters
sent

DURING

Visitors
received

Visits
to
growers

Phone
calls
answered

Extension

51-52
53-54
Technical 51-52
53-54
Prod. Lab. 51-52
53-54

51
68
50
67
40
30

5, 526
6, 440
3, 526
5, 650
1, 935
1, 000

16, 646
18, 480
8, 556
5, 000
600
2, 500

2, 868
2, 900
2, 550
2, 400
1, 300
1, 600

1, 125
2, 800
2, 750
2, 800
1, 080
1, 500

2, 598
3, 200
540
700
120
60

1, 980
2, 500
2, 445
1, 600
2, 400
1, 800

Av. per yr.

76

6, 019

12, 945

3, 404

3, 014

1, 804

3, 181

* From Station Biennial Reports.

While the figures in Table 21 indicate the extent of the extension services, they
fail to convey such things as time involved in the preparation of material for growers'
meetings, the thought which must be given to most letters of enquiry, the personal
nature and the individual service in visits from and to growers; and, the sometimes
impatient grower who phones and cannot understand why the staff member he
wants isn't there waiting for his call.
Spray Service. The Niagara Peninsula Spray Service is a joint service carried
out through the co-operation of the Canada Fruit Insects Laboratory at Vineland,
the Canada Laboratory of Plant Pathology at St. Catharines, and the Fruit and
Vegetable Extension Service at Vineland. This service was started in 1923 by the
Dominion Laboratory of Plant Pathology, St. Catharines. In 1929 it was taken over
and extended by the Horticultural Experiment Station. The work was under the
immediate supervision of the Station Extension Specialist who, in the earlier years,
had associated with him two experienced fruit growers as fieldmen. In 1954, the Fruit
and Vegetable Extension Service of the Ontario Department of Agriculture assumed
the Experiment Station's share of responsibility for the spray service.
In 1929 the service embraced 553 active fruit-grower members, each of whom
was visited between two and three times during the spraying season. These visits
supplemented spray circulars sent out from time to time as conditions necessitated.
The service has grown through the years as indicated in the accompanying table.
In addition there are many "personal" spray services—telephone, visits, etc.
TABLE 22.

SPRAY SERVICE

Year

No. growers

1929
1938
1940
1945
1950
1955

553
1, 134
1, 323
1, 580
3, 005
2, 900
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No. circulars
15
15
15
24
24
14

Soil Testing. The soils laboratory, in addition to its own research program,
is one of several officially designated soils "labs", the service from Vineland being
especially designed to serve the needs of fruit-growers, province-wide.
In the early period, 1938 to 1941, the number of analyses of grower orchard
soils varied from 400 to 500 per year. More recently, 1954, this had grown to 1262
samples analyzed, for 311 growers.
Extension, various. At one time or another, Experiment Station personnel has
supervised or carried out these services—
Fumigation of nursery stock for shipment to Nova Scotia.
Supervision of municipal plant disease inspectors.
Oriental fruit moth regulations.
Apple maggot orchard certification.

Vegetable Canning Crops
As previously noted, this particular extension activity continues as the full
responsibility of the Experiment Station under the direction of a Fieldman.
The service was first set up in 1946 when Mr. A. N. L. Butler was appointed
(April 1) as a field investigator to serve the vegetable processing industry, including
the growers of processing crops. Co-incidentally a Permanent Advisory Committee
was named to act in an advisory and also a directive capacity. This committee had
approximately equal representation from growers, processors, and the Ontario
Department of Agriculture.
From 1946 to 1950, the Ontario Vegetable Growers Marketing Board contributed
to the cost (salary of the Fieldman). Since 1950 the entire cost, salary and
expenses, has been borne by the Ontario Government. With this change, the
"directive" nature of the Advisory Committee lapsed. Still later, 1956, the committee
ceased to play an active role.
The production and processing of vegetable crops in Ontario is widely
dispersed, involving over 17, 000 growers, 65 individual processing operations, and
extending into 22 countries as well as the District of Timiskaming. Efficiency and
economy have necessarily required the fieldman's efforts to be directed with and
through the field personnel of both growers and processors, and with their respective
administrative organizations. In this way efforts have been made to channel information
relative to improved practices and techniques and to keep in touch with the
industry and its problems.
More specifically, extension activity has included: Sponsoring regional schools
for plant growers; conferences, or "schools" for canners' fieldmen, (now accepted
as an annual commitment by the Canned Foods Association of Ontario); radio and
press releases; addresses to grower conventions, agricultural short courses, service
clubs, and meetings of contract growers.
Additionally, much time has been given to the field investigation of problems
of crop growth involving pest control, nutrition, and soil management. A particular
problem has been that of crop damage by herbicide drift from roadside spraying
for weed control.
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INSTITUTIONAL AND OTHER CONTACTS
In its research program the Station is often aided, or gives aid, through contacts
with other government or university departments and services. The more important
such contracts are noted below, pp. 55 to 59.
Other contacts by Station technical personnel, particularly the Director, and
not directly identified with the Station's ordinary research work or purposes, include
special assignments such as Louth Township Land Use Survey (p. 59), and
service on such boards and committees as:
Ontario Fertilizer Board, and its committees.
Publications Committee, Ontario Department of Agriculture.
Can Crops Committee, Ontario Department of Agriculture.
Ontario Research Council, Committees and Sub-committee.
Agricultural Advisory Board.
Trace Elements Committee.
Research Committee, N. P. F. and V. G. A.
The above and similar but usually less permanent committees require considerable
time and effort, not so much in actual attendance as in the preparation of
reports and briefs.

Fruit Insects Laboratory, Canada Department of Agriculture, Vineland
Co-operation with the Dominion Entomological Branch dates back to the
early days of the Station, 1912. Orchard and other facilities, spray material, labour,
were made available where the Station general orchard spray program and the
desired Dominion experimental program were in harmony. Originally office and
laboratory accommodation and greenhouse space were also provided by the Horticultural
Experiment Station. However, the Entomological Laboratory, now the
Fruit Insects Laboratory, erected its own office and laboratory building in 1925
and greenhouses in 1939 on the Station grounds. These are serviced by Station
facilities (heat, light, water) the cost of which is provided for by coal supplied
by the Laboratory.
The co-operative arrangement relieved the Provincial Department of the
necessity of investigational work in the control of insects affecting horticultural plants.
Also, continuous and valuable assistance has been given in the spray and other
similar services to growers.
Mr. W . A. Ross was Dominion officer-in-charge from the inception of the
arrangement in 1912 until he assumed full-time direction of fruit insects investigations
for the Dominion in 1947, with headquarters in Ottawa. He was then succeeded
by Mr. G. G. Dustan, the present officer-in-charge.

Laboratory of Plant Pathology, Canada Department of Agriculture,
St. Catharines
There is informal discussion whenever the need arises on problems involving
diseases of horticultural plants. Additionally, there are two co-operative projects—
peach brown-rot control, and propagation of virus-free cherry varieties.
Peach Brown-rot Control. This has involved tests on omission of certain sprays,
application of varying quantities, and post-harvest dips.
Propagation of Virus-free Cherry Varieties. The Plant Pathology Laboratory
supplied the original virus-free (yellows and necrotic ring spot) budwood, the
Experiment Station grew trees from it under isolation conditions. These trees
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were indexed, and are rogued when necessary, by Laboratory personnel. Nurseries
are requested to use this virus-free material for their full supply of budwood. By
1956, practically all Montmorency sour cherries were being budded from this
stock, and within a year or two it is expected that this will be the case also for the
more important sweet varieties.

Dominion-Provincial Vegetable Projects
The Dominion-Provincial Vegetable projects are
the Canada Department of Agriculture (Horticulture
the Canadian Seed Growers' Association. Actual
Horticulture Section, Plant Breeders' Committee of

conducted in co-operation with
Division, C. E. F., Ottawa) and
administration is through the
the C. S. G. A.

From the start of this work in 1937 and until 1947, the Canadian Government's
contribution was an annual financial grant to the Horticultural Experiment Station.
In the fall of 1947 a full-time Canada Department of Agriculture employee was
appointed to Vineland to take over the main responsibility for these co-operative
projects.
The
(1)
(2)
(3)

work may be classified under:
Foundation Seed Production.
Verification Trials.
Merit Trials.

Foundation Seed Production. The Horticultural Experiment Station is one of
several institutions across Canada which produce foundation vegetable seed. From
foundation seed, commercial seed-growers are permitted to produce four generations
of registered seed from close-pollinated crops, and two generations of registered seed
from open-pollinated crops.
After verification, Vineland stocks of foundation seed are sent to the Horticulture
Division, C. E. F., Ottawa, except for small amounts retained for stock
multiplication and for local grower distribution for trial or commercial crop production
.
From time to time, kinds and varieties were assigned to Vineland for rigid
selection as to type (sometimes requiring several years) and eventual production of
foundation seed. By 1955 the list was as follows:
Cabbage-—Golden Acre.
Corn—Golden Early Market; Purdue Inbred 39; Purdue Inbred 51; Vineland
Inbred 1; Vineland Inbred 3.
Cucumber—Early Fortune; Long Green.
Muskmelon—Hearts of Gold; Honey Rock.
Pepper—Hamilton Market (Reserve); Windsor A; Vinedale.
Squash—Green Warted Hubbard.
Tomato—Early Rutgers 78; Bonny Best; Harkness; Vetomold; V121; V473;
Vulcan.
In 1955 the committee in charge decided to reduce the assignments generally.
For Vineland the revised (1956) list was as follows:
Corn—Purdue Inbred 39; Purdue Inbred 51.
Muskmelon—Hearts of Gold; Honey Rock.
Pepper—Hamilton Market; Vinedale.
Squash—Green Warted Hubbard.
Tomato—Bonney Best; Early Rutgers 78.
Foundation seed was produced 1949 to 1956 as shown in Table 23.
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TABLE

23.

PRODUCTION

Kind and
variety
CORN, Sweet
Purdue Inbred 39
Purdue Inbred 51
Vineland Inbred 1
Vineland Inbred 3

OF V E G E T A B L E

Biennium
1949-50
lb.
oz.

FOUNDATION

Biennium
1951-52
oz.
lb.

Biennium
1953-54
lb.
oz.

Biennium
1955-56
lb.
oz.

75
2

13

MUSKMELON
Hearts of Gold
Honey Rock

3
10

12
6

TOMATO
Bonny Best
Early Rutgers
Harkness
Vetomold
Vulcan
V121

VINELAND.

98
24

65
30

CUCUMBER
Early Fortune

PEPPER
Hamilton Market
Vinedale
Windsor A

SEED.

1

3

8

2

8

3
2

8
15

9
2

11

2

4

2
2

1
3 1/2

2

6

12

2
4

8 1/2
7

2

6

6

Verification Trials determine whether or not foundation status may be granted
to the stocks under test.
Merit Trials (which are solely the concern of the Horticulture Division,
C. E. F. ) have, as their purpose, the testing of seed samples submitted by seed companies
, plant breeders, experiment stations in Canada and elsewhere. The primary
objective is to determine suitability for Canadian conditions, as compared with present
commercial strains or varieties. Table 24 indicates the extent of the Verification and
Merit Trials, in bienniums, from 1949 to 1956.
TABLE 24.

VEGETABLE V E R I F I C A T I O N

Biennium
1949-50
Verification
Merit

105
109

AND M E R I T

Biennium
1951-52
47
110

TRIALS.

VINELAND.

Biennium
1953-54

Biennium
1955-56

48
81

40
88

Department of Botany, University of Toronto
In 1927 a co-operative arrangement was entered into between the Ontario
Department of Agriculture and the University of Toronto, whereby they jointly
contributed to the salary of a plant pathologist whose services were to be shared
by both of them. The appointee was to be located at the University during
academic sessions and, between these, at the Horticultural Experiment Station,
where a laboratory was to be established in which plant pathological research
could be carried on by the pathologist and associated graduate students. Dr. L.
C. Coleman was the first to occupy this position but, on his return to India in
1928, he was succeeded by Dr. D. L. Bailey who still holds the position.
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Through the years, as the graduate work in plant pathology at the University
and the work of the Experiment Station developed, adjustments suitable to the
co-operating institutions were implemented. The scheme has worked satisfactorily
to all concerned. Some idea of the activities of the laboratory throughout the years
is evidenced by the accompanying survey of the graduate students who worked at
Vineland during the years 1927 to 1956, under Research Assistantship arrangements.
Information includes the problems studied, degrees obtained, and present positions.
1. Beck, E. C.; 1933: Dead-arm disease of grapes. M. A. 1932, Ph. D. 1938. Prof, of
Bacteriology, O. A. C. 1936-38: Provincial Public Health Laboratories, Kingston and Ottawa.
1938-55. (obit. 1 9 5 5 ) .
2. Brewer, Donald; 1953, 1954: Studies on Ascochyta pisi.
N. R. C. Regional Research Laboratory, Halifax, N. S.
3. Cooper, Richard; 1927:
work in Argentina.

Ph. D. 1955.

Dead-arm disease of grapes. M. A. 1928.

4. Forward, Dorothy F.; 1927, 1928: Carnation rust.
Department of Botany, University of Toronto.

Ph. D.

Plant Pathologist,

Agricultural Extension

1931.

Associate Professor,

5. Fitzpatrick, R. E.; 1930, 1 9 3 1 : Studies on peach leaf curl. Ph. D. 1933. Pathologist-incharge, Dominion Lab. of Plant Pathology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
6. Franke, W . E.; 1952, 1953: Verticillium wilt of strawberry. M. A. 1954. Science Teacher,
Ottawa, Ontario.
7. Harrison, Hedley M.; 1939: Fungus storage rots of tomato, strawberry root degeneration.
Killed in action in (France"?), 1943.
8. Hindley, Sara R.; 1 9 3 1 : Verticillium wilt of eggplant. M. A. 1932. Mrs. T. A. Armstrong,
Vineland Station, Ontario.
9. Langford, A. N.; 1933, 1934, 1935: Studies on Cladosporium fulvum.
1936. Professor of Biology, Bishops' University, Lennoxville, Quebec.

M. A. 1933, Ph. D.

10. Ledingham, G. A.; 1 9 3 1 : Phycomycetous root parasites. Ph. D. 1932. Director, N. R. C.
Regional Prairie Laboratory, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
11. MacLachlan, J. D.; 1 9 3 1 : Studies on cherry leaf spot, caused by Higginsia hiemalis. Ph. D.
(Harvard) 1935. President, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario.
12. MacNeill, B. H.; 1947, 1948, 1949: Studies on Septoria lycopersici. Ph. D. 1950. Professor
of Plant Pathology, Department of Botany, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario.
13. McKeen, C. D.; 1940, 1 9 4 1 : Ring-spot disease of gladiolus, studies of verticillium wilt.
M. A. 1940, Ph. D. 1942. Sr. Pathologist, Dominion Laboratory of Plant Pathology, Harrow,
Ontario.
14. Miller, J. J.; 1942, 1943: Fusarial wilt of muskmelon. Ph. D. 1944.
Department of Botany, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario.

Associate Professor,

15. Montserin, B. G.; 1929: Studies on the epidemiology of apple scab. M. A. 1931. Department
of Agriculture, Trinidad, B. W . I.
16. Patrick, Z. A.; 1950, 1 9 5 1 : A survey of the antibiotic activity of soil micro-organisms
against selected plant pathogens. Ph. D. 1952. Sr. Pathologist, Dominion Laboratory of
Plant Pathology, Harrow, Ontario.
17. Richardson, L. T.; 1939, 1940: Phytophthora stem girdle of tomato. Ph. D. 1941. Plant
Pathologist, Science Service Laboratory, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario.
18. Simmons, S. A.; 1937: Root degeneration in raspberry. M. A. 1940. Lecturer in Botany,
O. A. C., Guelph. General Electric, Swampscott, Mass., U. S. A., 1956—. Technical Publications.
19. Slykhuis, J. T.; 1944. 1945: The parasitism of selected soil borne pathogens. Ph. D. 1947.
Pathologist, Science Service Laboratory, Lethbridge, Aha.
20. Truscott, J. H. L.; 1932, 1933: Strawberry root rot. Chief Research Scientist, Horticultural
Products Laboratory, Horticultural Experiment Station, Vineland, Ontario.
21. Uhrynuk, Emil; 1956: Tomato leaf mold, strawberry foliage diseases.
22. Weaver, L. O.; 1936: The fungus flora of raspberry roots. M. A. 1937.. Professor and
State Plant Pathologist, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, U. S. A.
23. Willison, R. S.; 1927, 1928, 1929: Relation of wound gum to fungus infection in peach
and grape. Ph. D. 1930. Sr. Pathologist, Dominion Laboratory of Plant Pathology, St.
Catharines, Ontario.
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Department of Biology, University of Toronto
Under Dr. McArthur (since deceased) a study of the genetics of Solanum
species (tomato) was commenced in 1935. The Station provided laboratory, greenhouse
and field accommodation. The study, the major objective of which was
resistance to leaf mold, was eventually (about 1939) taken over by the Station,
and placed under the supervision of Dr. Bailey of the Department of Botany,
U. of T.

Department of Horticulture, Ontario Agricultural College
In 1934 a change in relationship was made as between the Experiment Station
and the Ontario Agricultural College. This change, involving the appointment of
the Director of the Horticultural Experiment Station as Head also of the Department
of Horticulture at the College, was made with the view of more completely
co-ordinating the activities of the two institutions, particularly in the field of student
instruction. As a result the teaching of pomology in all its phases was handled
by members of the staff of the Experiment Station until 1943. In addition, arrangements
were made whereby students desiring practical experience in fruit and
vegetable culture, would be given employment during the summer at the Horticultural
Experiment Station.
The arrangement as regards summer employment for students is still (1956)
in force. The dual Headship was terminated in 1946, with the appointment of
Dr. J. S. Shoemaker as full-time Head of the Department of Horticulture.

Fruit Branch, Ontario Department of Agriculture
Beginning in 1943 and continuously until 1956, the Station has been
co-operating with the Ontario Fruit Branch in experimental shipments of fruit. The
Experiment Station was responsible for packing and shipping the fruit, the Fruit
Branch for records on condition and acceptance at destination. Data were obtained
on wastage due to bruising and brown rot in various containers, reception by the
trade and consumers of various sizes and maturities of fruit, and of sizes and kinds
of sales units and shipping masters. Most consideration was given to peaches, but
plums, cherries, pears, and grapes have also been used. Samples of growers' packs
of fruit were collected by an Ontario inspector and examined critically at the
Experiment Station, a report on each sample having been sent to grower and
shipper.

Niagara Land Use — Louth Township Survey
In April 1955, the Minister of Agriculture (Hon. F. S. Thomas) appointed
a Louth Township Land Use Committee to direct a soil and geographic study of
Louth Township, County of Lincoln.
The committee included representatives from Louth and Niagara township
councils and planning boards, the Ontario departments of Agriculture, Planning
and Development, and Municipal Affairs, and the Department of Geography,
Western University. Dr. Palmer, Director of the Horticultural Experiment Station,
acted as Chairman. The reason for such a broadly based committee was that the
survey, when completed, might serve as a guide for similar surveys throughout
southern Ontario.
The soil and geographic surveys were started in 1955, completed in 1956.
It is anticipated that the two studies, properly co-ordinated, will be ready for
publication early in 1957.
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Administration Building, heating plant, greenhouses, 1920.

Administration Building, heating plant, 1931. Greenhouses hidden by trees.
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LITERATURE, HORTICULTURAL

EXPERIMENT

STATION

Reports
The first report of the first Station Director, Harvey S. Peart, was included in
the Report of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, 1907.
After that year and until 1915, the Horticultural Experiment Station Report
formed part of the Fruit Branch Report. Then, from 1915 to 1919 the Station
published separate reports. Again, from 1920 to 1941, Experiment Station reports,
abbreviated, appeared either as part of the Fruit Branch Report (1920-1931), or
only in the report to the Minister of Agriculture, from 1933 on. For some reason,
the 1932 report failed to get published. These abbreviated reports to the Minister are
still prepared and published annually.
Separate extensive Station reports were resumed in 1942, the report for that
year being an attempt to review, very briefly, all Station projects, contacts, services
and the like, from the inception of the Station up to, and including, 1942.
After this "review" report, subsequent reports became biennial, there being
seven covering the fourteen-year period 1943 to 1956 inclusive. These biennial
reports now serve as the chief medium for publication of technical and semi-technical
papers. Included are results of research and plant-breeding projects, variety tests,
and other information of interest and value to fruit and vegetable growers. The
reports go out to an institutional and library list of some 400, and a grower list of
approximately 7, 000.
Technical Papers
Prior to 1943, research papers were usually published either in Scientific
Agriculture or the Proceedings of the American Society for Horticultural Science.
A list of all published papers up to and including 1942 will be found in the 1942
Report of the Horticultural Experiment Station, pp. 14-15.
With the first Biennial Report of the Station (1943-44), it became policy to
use the biennial reports as the chief, although not the only, medium for publishing
Station research papers. In these biennial reports, covering the period 1943 to
1956, will be found complete lists of research papers for each biennium, whether
published in a biennial report or elsewhere.
Following is a consolidation of all published research papers, 1920 to 1956;
this, in order that the present 50-year review be as complete as possible. Papers
are listed chronologically (rather than by author or subject matter), an arrangement
which seemed best suited to the biennial reports and therefore continued
here. Most of these papers are now out of print.
The Vineland pruning experiment. E. F. Palmer. Fruit Br. Circ. 5: 12. 1920.
Solving the grower's problems by plant breeding. E. F. Palmer. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci.
19: 115-124. 1922.
Strawberry breeding at the Ontario Horticultural Experiment Station. W . J. Strong. Sci. Agric.
4: 217-222. 1924.
The dead arm disease of grapes in Ontario. L. C. Coleman. Sci. Agric. 8: 281-315. 1928.
Variability of vigor in apple seedlings. G. H. Dickson, Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. 25: 165-168.
1928.
An easy means of distinguishing the roots of Mazzard and Mahaleb. W . H. Upshall. Proc.
Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. 27: 87. 1930.
Some experiments in transplanting sweet cherry trees. W . H. Upshall. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort.
Sci. 27: 259-264. 1930.
Breeding experiments with the cucumber. W . J. Strong. Sci. Agric. 11: 333-346. 1931.
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The propagation of apples by means of root cuttings. W . H. Upshall. Sci. Agric. 12: 1-30. 1931.
Results of a seven year plum thinning experiment. G. H. Dickson. Sci. Agric. 12: 646-651. 1932.
Parthenocarpy in the cucumber. W . J. Strong. Sci. Agric. 12: 665-669. 1932.
Some experiments in budding fruit tree stocks. W . H. Upshall. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci.
29: 361-364. 1932.
Yield and quality of fruit from strongly vegetative Concord grape vines. W . H. Upshall and
J. R. van Haarlem. Sci. Agric. 14: 438-440. 1934.
Mailing stocks and French crab seedlings as stocks for five varieties of apples. I. W . H. Upshall.
Sci. Agric. 15: 535-541. 1935.
Growth of fruit tree stocks as influenced by a previous crop of fruit trees. W . H. Upshall, and
G. N. Ruhnke. Sci. Agric. 16: 16-20. 1935.
Results with fertilizers on the red raspberry. W . J. Strong. Sci. Agric. 16: 424-439. 1936.
Some observations on individual asparagus plant records. O. J. Robb. Sci. Agric. 17; 144-145.
Propagation response from root cuttings planted with the proximal end projecting above the
medium. W . H. Upshall. Sci. Agric. 17: 146-147. 1936.
Types of peach buds in relation to nursery practice. W . H. Upshall. Sci. Agric. 17: 445-446.
1937.of the extent to which apple orchard cultivation may be reduced. G. H. Dickson.
A study
Sci. Agric. 17: 670-677. 1937.
Pollination of the Shiro plum. G. H. Dickson. Sci. Agric. 17: 727-728. 1937.
Some unusual bud sports of the peach. W . H. Upshall. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. 35: 47-48.
1937.
Mailing stocks and French crab seedlings as stocks for five varieties of apples. II. W . H.
Upshall. Sci. Agric. 18: 370-378. 1938.
Pruning and fertilization experiments with Concord grapes. J. R. van Haarlem and W . H.
Upshall. Sci. Agric. 18: 484-499. 1938.
Some1938.
results of mineral fertilizers on apple seedlings. G. H. Dickson. Sci. Agric. 19: 105-109.
Shallow soil orchards respond to potash. J. R. van Haarlem and G. H. Dickson. Better Crops
with Plant Food. Jan. 1939.
Investigations on transplanting fruit trees. W . H. Upshall. Sci. Agric. 19: 510-523. 1939.
A biennial bearing record of an unproductive Baldwin block. G. H. Dickson. Sci. Agric.
19: 583-585. 1939.
Some factors affecting the dropping of Mcintosh apples. G. H. Dickson. Sci. Agric. 19: 712-721.
1939.
Transplanting shock in peach seedling rootstocks and its effect on size of nursery and orchard
trees. W . H. Upshall. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. 37: 340-342. 1939.
Summer pruning of peach trees in the nursery row. W . H. Upshall. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort.
Sci. 37: 343-344. 1939.
Some effects of time of pollination and light intensity on seed production in the gladiolus. E. F.
Palmer, and J. H. Child. The Can. Gladiolus Soc. Ann., 1940.
Compatibility of Bechters crab on some Mailing rootstocks. W . H. Upshall. Sci. Agric.
21: 687-688. 1941.
Some factors affecting the nitrate content of an orchard soil. O. A. Bradt and G. H. Dickson.
Sci. Agric. 22: 61-67. 1941.
Methods of handling Elberta peach pits in relation to nursery germination. W . H. Upshall.
Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. 40: 279-282. 1942.
Pruning methods for bearing peach trees. W . H. Upshall and O. A. Bradt. Sci. Agric.
23: 257-264. 1943.
Mailing stocks and French crab seedlings as stocks for five varieties of apples. III. W . H.
Upshall. Sci. Agric. 23: 537-545. 1943.
Increase in quantity, grade and returns from peaches as they approach optimum maturity. W .
H. Upshall. Sci. Agric. 23-747-750. 1943.
Soil nitrates under various fertilization and green-manure cropping systems. W . H. Upshall,
O. A. Bradt and J. R. van Haarlem. Sci. Agric. 25: 179-184. 1944.
Organic matter studies. W . H. Upshall and O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 5-10.
Rootstocks for sweet cherries. W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 11-14.
Time of year as a factor in transplanting grape vines. W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
1943-44: 14-15.
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Quantity and quality of fruit as affected by stage of maturity at picking time. W . H. Upshall
and J. R. van Haarlem. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 16-17.
Experimental shipments of fruit from Vineland. G. Wilson and W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort.
Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 17-18.
Pruning methods for bearing peach trees. W . H. Upshall and O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp.
Sta. 1943-44: 18-25.
The effect of exposure to drying conditions on stand and growth of nursery trees. W . H.
Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 26-27.
The use of moist peat moss in transplanting fruit trees. W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp.
Sta. 1943-44: 27.
Methods of training peach trees. W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 28-30.
Peach breeding. E. F. Palmer and E. A. Kerr. Rept Hort. Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 46-48.
Strawberry breeding. W . J. Strong. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1943-44: 48-56.
Fertilizers and organic matter for red raspberries. W . J. Strong. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1945-46: 5.
Quantity and quality of fruit, fresh and processed, as affected by stage of maturity at picking
time. W . H. Upshall and J. R. van Haarlem. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1945-46: 6-27.
Niagara fruit and consumer acceptance. W . H. Upshall and G. Wilson. Rept. Hort. Exp.
Sta. 1945-46: 28-44.
Rubus breeding. W . J. Strong. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1945-46: 46-50.
Sweet corn breeding, 1941 to 1946. W . J. Strong and E. A. Kerr. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
1945-46: 51-56.
The Development through breeding of greenhouse tomato varieties resistant to leaf mold. D.
L. Bailey. Rept Hort. Exp. Sta. 1945-46: 56-60.
Asparagus selections and certain culture practices compared for yield, earliness, and sex ratios.
C. L. Thompson and O. J. Robb. Sci. Agric. 26: 289: 299. 1946.
Stub grafting as a supplement to budding in nursery practice. W . H. Upshall. Proc. Amer.
Soc. Hort. Sci. 47: 187-189. 1946.
A second report on the biennial bearing of a Baldwin orchard. G. H. Dickson. Sci. Agric.
27: 112-115. 1947.
Fertilizer and organic matter studies with the Viking red raspberry. W . J. Strong. Sci. Agric.
27: 341-353. 1947.
Scion rooting in dwarf pear trees. G. S. Randhawa and W . H. Upshall. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort.
Sci. 51: 129-131. 1948.
Mailing stocks and French crab seedlings as stocks for five varieties of apples IV. W . H.
Upshall. Sci. Agric. 28: 454-460. 1948.
The problem of undersized fruit in Kieffer pear orchards. G. S. Randhawa, W . H. Upshall,
and H. B. Tukey. Sci. Agric. 29: 482-489. 1949.
Congeniality of some pear varieties on Quince A. G. S. Randhawa and W . H. Upshall. Sci.
Agric. 29: 490-493. 1949.
Seedling and clonal rootstocks for pears. W . H. Upshall and G. H. Dickson. Sci. Agric.
29: 494-496. 1949.
Soil-fertilization experiments with the Concord grape. W . H. Upshall, J. R. van Haarlem, and
C. B. Kelly. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1947-48: 15-29.
Some effects on the soil through shortening the annual cultivation period in an apple orchard.
G. H. Dickson and W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1947-48: 30-31.
Some changes in a soil after ten years of sod, green-manure, and fertilization treatments. O. A.
Bradt, W . H. Upshall, and J. R. van Haarlem. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1947-48: 32-43.
Soil erosion as a factor in tomato production. E. A. Kerr. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1947-48: 44-47.
The weather. J. R. van Haarlem. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1947-48: 48-56.
Cherry breeding. G. H. Dickson. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1947-48: 59-65.
Grape breeding. O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1947-48: 66-74.
Apple and peach breeding. M. B. Davis, E. F. Palmer, and A. W . S. Hunter, Agric. Res. in
Canada: 52-59. (Pub. by Agr. Inst, of Canada, 1952).
Mahaleb and Mazzard rootstocks for cherry. W . H. Upshall and G. H. Dickson. Rept. Hort.
Exp. Sta. 1949-50: 15-20.
Anis and Antonovka seedlings as rootstock for four apple varieties. W . H. Upshall. Rept.
Hort. Exp. Sta. 1949-50: 21-23.
Mailing IV apple rootstocks. W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1949-50: 23-24.
Variation in natural drop of peach varieties. O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1949-50: 24-27.
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Effect of extra foliage on greenhouse tomato production. E. A. Kerr. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
1949-50: 28-29.
Sweet pepper breeding. O. J. Robb. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1949-50: 46-47.
Apple breeding. G. H . Dickson. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1949-50: 48-56.
Sod culture for peach trees. J. R. van Haarlem. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1951-52: 7-10.
Permanence of size differences in Kieffer pear trees. W . H . Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
1951-52: 11-12.
Frequency of mowing in a sod-mulch apple orchard.
Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1951-52: 13-14.

W . H. Upshall and J. A. Archibald.

T h e Bouyoucos moisture meter in greenhouse tomato culture.
Sta. 1951-52: 14-18.

E. A. Kerr. Rept. Hort. Exp.

Chemical thinning of peaches. O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1951-52: 19-25.
Frost probability tables, Vineland and Guelph.
1951-52: 26-30.

D. G. McCormick.

Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.

Environmental effect on the ps gene. E. A. Kerr. Tomato Genetics Co-operative Rept.

1953.

Seed development in blackberries. E. A. Kerr. Can. J. Bot. 32: 654-672, 1954.
Pear breeding, 1913-1952. G. H . Dickson. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1951-52: 32-37
Phosphate, potash, and farm manure for peach trees. W . H . Upshall, O. A. Bradt, and J. R.
van Haarlem. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 7-19.
Pruning methods for peach trees. O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 22-30.
Hose vs. hand thinning of peaches. O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 31-33.
T h e preharvest drop of peaches. W . H. Upshall. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
Factors affecting brown rot development in peaches in the container. I.
Hort. Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 39-50.
Large peaches in small units.
1953-54: 51-52.

W . H . Upshall and Marian Moffat.

1953-54: 33-39.
R. G. Mercier.

Rept.

Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.

Ventilation and handling of fruit by express. W . H . Upshall and Helen R. Valko. Rept. Hort.
Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 53-54.
Electric vibrators as an aid in greenhouse tomato production.
Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 55-60.

E. A. Kerr and Louise Kribs.

T h e weather. R. G. Mercier. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 61-68.
Plum breeding, 1913 to 1937. G. H . Dickson. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1953-54: 69-76.
Breeding for resistance to leaf mold in greenhouse tomatoes. E. A. Kerr. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
1953-54: 76-80.
Resistance to leaf mold {Cladosporium
Genetics Co-operative, 1955.

fulvum).

E. A. Kerr and D. Brewer.

Rept. Tomato

T h e dark red, dr. and black shoulder, bs. genes of the Black Queen tomato. E. A. Kerr. Rept.
Tomato Genetics Co-operative, 1955.
Cladosporium leaf mold Cladosporium fulvum Cke. E. A. Kerr and E. F. Guba. Ohio Research
Bull. 752: 27-30. April, 1955.
Some factors affecting earliness in the tomato. E. A. Kerr, Can. Jour. Agr. Sci.
1955.
Green flesh, gf. Lutescent - 2 ,

35: 300-308.

Pigment genes of W e b b Special. E. A. Kerr. Rept. Tomato

Genetics Co-operative, 1956.
Bud variation or nutrition in pears? G. H . Dickson. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1955-56: 00-00.
Peach climates in Ontario. R. G. Mercier and L. J. Chapman. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
1955-56: 00-00.
T h e effect of various organic soil amendments on growth and yield of grapes, and on physical
and chemical properties. J. A. Archibald. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1955-56: 00-00.
Heading mature Elberta peach trees. O. A. Bradt. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.
T h e weather. R. G. Mercier. Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta.

Breeding of cannery tomatoes, 1909 to 1956. E. A. Kerr.
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1955-56: 00-00.

1955-56: 00-00.
Rept. Hort. Exp. Sta. 1955-56: 00-00.

Bulletins, Circulars, Articles in Biennial Reports, Mimeographs
Horticultural extension literature, particularly for fruits and vegetables, is the
joint responsibility of the Horticultural Experiment Station and the Ontario
Agricultural College. Following are lists of publications, prepared over the years,
by Experiment Station personnel.
Bulletins
201

Peach growing in Ontario. F. M . Clement. ( W i t h L. Caesar). 1912.

210

Strawberry culture and the red raspberry. F. M . Clement.

222

Currants and gooseberries. E. F. Palmer.

1914.
1914.

226

Plum culture in Ontario. F. M . Clement.

230

The cherry in Ontario. E. F. Palmer.

1915.
1916.

237

The grape in Ontario. F. M . Clement.

241

Peach growing in Ontario. F. M . Clement and A. G. Harris.

248

Pruning. F. M . Clement and F. S. Reeves.

249

The pear in Ontario. F. M . Clement and O. J. Robb.

309

Nut culture in Ontario. J. A. Neilson.

315

Plum culture in Ontario. H. E. S. Staff.

316

The cherry in Ontario. H. E. S. Staff.

1913. Revised 1921.

1916.

1917.
1917.

1925.
1926.
1926.

318

Currants and gooseberries. E. F. Palmer.

319

Nursery stock identification. W . H. Upshall.

323
324
328
335
343
354
355
369
389
391
392
430
433
437
438
439
440
447
456
457
458
464
473
475
480
487
491
494
511
513

The apple in Ontario. H. E. S. Staff. 1927.
Grafting fruit trees. J. A. Neilson. 1927.
The grape in Ontario. E. F. Palmer and J. R. van Haarlem. 1927.
The strawberry in Ontario. E. F. Palmer and W . J. Strong. 1928. Revised, 1936, 1942.
New fruits. E. F. Palmer. 1929.
T h e pear in Ontario. D. A. Kimball and G. H. Dickson. 1930.
T h e raspberry and blackberry in Ontario. W . J. Strong. 1930. Revised 1936, 1942, 1947.
Vegetable gardening. T . H. Jones, N. J. Thomas and O. J. Robb, 1932.
The "V" peaches. W . H. Upshall and J. R. van Haarlem. 1938.
The grape in Ontario. E. F. Palmer and J. R. van Haarlem. 1938.
Pruning the tree fruits. W . H. Upshall. 1938. Revised 1945. Reprinted 1950, 1953.
Fruit varieties. E. F. Palmer. 1943. Revised 1946, 1951.
Establishing the young orchard. W . H. Upshall, 1943.
Orchard soil management. E. F. Palmer and J. R. van Haarlem. 1944.
The grape in Ontario. C. B. Kelly. 1944.
Orchard grafting. W . H. Upshall. 1944. Revised 1949.
Currants and gooseberries. W . J. Strong. 1944.
Fruit maturity and quality. W . H. Upshall. 1946.
Dwarf apple and pear trees in the home garden. W . H. Upshall. 1948. Reprinted 1953.
Orchard soil management. E. F. Palmer and J. P. van Haarlem. 1948.
T h e strawberry in Ontario. W . J. Strong. 1948. Revised 1951.
Tomato plants for the processing industry. A. N. L. Butler. 1951.
Raspberry and blackberry culture. J. F. Brown. 1950. Revised 1953.
Small fruits for the home garden. W . J. Strong. 1950.
Tree fruits and grapes for the home garden. W . H. Upshall. 1951.
The grape in Ontario. O. A. Bradt. 1952.
Tomatoes for processing. A. N. L. Butler and E. A. Kerr. 1952.
Nut culture in Ontario. W . J. Strong. 1952. Reprinted 1956.
T h e packing house on the fruit farm. W . H. Upshall, J. M . Fitzpatrick, and J. Pos. 1956.
T h e strawberry in Ontario. J. F. Brown. 1956.
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1926.
1926.

Circulars
117
118
120
172
196
197
249
273

Cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli and brussels sprouts. Ian D. W . Smith. 1952.
Asparagus. O. J. Robb. 1952.
Rhubarb. O. J. Robb. 1952.
Fruit pollination. G. H. Dickson and M. V. Smith. 1953.
Peppers and eggplants. Ian D. W . Smith. 1954.
Sweet corn. E. A. Kerr. 1954.
Pumpkins and squashes. Ian D. W . Smith. 1955.
Muskmelons and watermelons. Ian D. W . Smith. 1956.

Articles in Biennial Reports
Report for 1943-1944.
Alternate spray calendar for fruits. C. B. Kelly.
Fruit tree planting distances. C. B. Kelly.
Report for 1945-1946.
Vegetable crops for processing. A. N. L. Butler.
Valentine rhubarb. O. J. Robb.
Report for 1947-1948.
Horticultural Products Laboratory. J. H. L. Truscott.
Dominion Fruit Insects Laboratory. E. F. Palmer.
Sweet corn breeding. E. A. Kerr.
Mailing and French crab stocks. W . H. Upshall.
Problems in fruit breeding. G. H. Dickson.
Hose thinning of peaches. O. A. Bradt.
Tomatoes resistant to leaf mold. E. A. Kerr.
V25 asparagus. O. J. Robb.
Sales appeal in growers' bulletins. E. F. Palmer.
Nursery inspection, varietal mixtures. W . H. Upshall.
Niagara Peninsula spray service. C. B. Kelly.
Grape survey.
Vegetable processing crops. A. N. L. Butler.
Report for 1949-1950.
A farm on its way to the lake. E. F. Palmer.
Somervee, Erlyvee, Vesper peaches. O. A. Bradt.
Vulcan tomato. E. A. Kerr.
Hybrid tomatoes. E. A. Kerr.
French hybrid grapes. O. A. Bradt.
Edible nuts. R. R. Lipsit.
Dominion-provincial vegetable projects. Ian D. W . Smith.
Vegetable processing crops. A. N. L. Butler.
Some preliminary observations on the use of chemicals in weed control. O. J. Robb.
Spray service. R. R. Lipsit.
Soils laboratory. J. A. Archibald.
Nursery inspection for varietal mixture in the tree fruits. W . H. Upshall.
The weather. J. A. Archibald.
Report for 1951-1952.
Edible nuts, varieties and seedlings. R. R. Lipsit.
Grape variety tests. O. A. Bradt.
Ornamentals, varieties and breeding. R. A. Fleming.
Jointless tomatoes. E. A. Kerr.
Dominion-provincial vegetable projects. Ian D. W . Smith.
Extension. R. R. Lipsit.
Fruits and vegetables, general. R. R. Lipsit and R. E. Moore.
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Vegetable canning crops. A. N. L. Butler.
Consumer units for peaches. W . H. Upshall and Marian Collinson.
Chemical weed control in the vineyard. O. A. Bradt.
Peach bruising and brown rot. W . H. Upshall.
Pruning the French hybrid grapes. O. A. Bradt.
The weather. J. A. Archibald and R. G. Mercier.
Soils laboratory. J. A. Archibald.
Report for 1953-1954
Vagabond tomato. E. A. Kerr.
Dominion-provincial vegetable projects. Ian D. W . Smith.
Fruits and vegetables, general. R. E. Moore.
Extension activities in Ontario with vegetable crops for processing. A. N. L. Butler.
Soils laboratory. J. A. Archibald.
Report for 1955-1956.
Horticultural Experiment Station and Products Laboratory. The first fifty years, 1906-1956.
E. F. Palmer.
Vinequeen, a leaf-mold resistant tomato for the greenhouse. E. A. Kerr.
Velvet lettuce. O. J. Robb.
Soils laboratory. J. A. Archibald.

Mimeographs
Training young fruit trees. W . H. Upshall. 1934.
Cultural directions for raspberries and blackberries. W . J, Strong. 1934.
Fruit tree fertilizers. E. F. Palmer. 1934.
Currants and gooseberries. W . J. Strong. 1936.
Mouse control in the orchard. G. H. Dickson. 1937.
Grape cuttings. W . H. Upshall. 1940.
Canning factory peach pits for rootstock purposes. W . H. Upshall. 1941.
Prevention of jack rabbit injury to fruit trees. C. B. Kelly. 1941.
Directions on taking soil samples. J. R. van Haarlem. 1941.
Nut culture in Ontario. W . J. Strong. 1943.
Sweet corn variety trials, 1949. E. A. Kerr. 1949.
Tomato variety trials. 1949. E. A. Kerr. 1949.
Asparagus culture. O. J. Robb. 1950.
Vulcan, a new greenhouse tomato resistant to leaf mold. E. A. Kerr, 1950.
Sweet corn variety trials, 1950. E. A. Kerr. 1950.
Tomato variety trials, 1950. E. A. Kerr. 1950.
The Horticultural Products Laboratory at the Horticultural Experiment Station, Vineland Station.
J. H. L. Truscott. 1950.
Automatic ventilation in common storages. J. H. L. Truscott. 1950.
Sweet corn variety trials, 1951. E. A. Kerr. 1951.
Tomato variety and hybrid trials, 1951. E. A. Kerr. 1951.
Sweet corn variety trials, 1952. E. A. Kerr. 1952.
Tomato variety and hybrid trials, 1952. E. A. Kerr. 1952.
Research developments in horticulture. E. F. Palmer. 1952.
Chemical thinning of peaches. O. A. Bradt. 1952.
Rodent control in orchards. R. R. Lipsit. 1952.
Cucumber growing. O. J. Robb. 1953.
Grape cuttings. O. A. Bradt and W . H. Upshall. 1954.
Sweet corn variety trials, 1953. E. A. Kerr. 1954.
Tomato variety trials, 1953, E. A. Kerr. 1954.
Canning factory pits for rootstock purposes. W . H. Upshall. 1954.
Vagabond, a new leaf mold resistant tomato for the greenhouse. E. A. Kerr. 1954.
Notes on the Mailing rootstocks for apple. W . H. Upshall. 1954.
Sweet corn variety trials. 1954. E. A. Kerr. 1954.
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Tomato variety and hybrid trials, 1954. E. A. Kerr. 1954.
Notes on the Mailing rootstocks for apples. W . H. Upshall. 1955.
Sweet corn trials, 1955. E. A. Kerr and L. Thorne.
Tomato trials, 1955. E. A. Kerr and L. Thorne.
Problems involved in co-operative field experimental work for horticultural crops. T. A. Archibald.
1955.
Tree fruit leaf-analysis service. J. A. Archibald. 1956.
Sweet corn trials, 1956. E. A. Kerr.
Tomato trials, 1956. E. A. Kerr.
Notes on the Mailing roostocks for apple. W . H. Upshall. 1956.

Papular Articles
Probably "popular" isn't the right word. On occasion an article, prepared for
the agricultural press, will be somewhat less than popular with at least some of its
readers.
The record of popular articles prepared by Station staff is quite incomplete
for the years prior to 1930. The 1942 Station Report lists 22 articles only, for the
period 1908-1929. In the succeeding 13 years, 1930 to 1942 inclusive, 105 articles
were prepared. From 1943 to 1956 a further 107 were prepared for, and published
by the agricultural press.
These popular articles dealt with all manner of horticultural subjects, most of
them not directly related to the research work of the Station. The list is not included
here, partly because of that fact, partly because of its length. Lists will be found
in the Station biennial reports.
LITERATURE,

HORTICULTURAL

PRODUCTS

LABORATORY

Reports
First reference to the Horticultural Products Laboratory appears in the Horticultural
Experiment Station Biennial Report for 1947 and 1948, (p. 5) when
the Laboratory was under construction. The 1949-1950 Experiment Station Biennial
Report indicated (pp. 39-42) the research projects which had been initiated.
By 1952 the Horticultural Products Laboratory had completed several research
projects. Results were published in the Station biennial report for 1951 and 1952
(pp. 61-93) as a separate section of a combined report entitled Horticultural Experiment
Station and Products Laboratory. The same procedure was followed for the
1953-1954 and 1955-1956 biennial reports.
Technical Papers
A comparative study of ascospore formation by 43 yeast cultures. A. M. Adams. Can. Jour.
Res. F, 28: 413-416. 1950.
Detection of radiophosphorus in cells and spores of fungi bv radioautography. A. M. Adams.
Nature (London) 170: 239. 1952.
Canning quality in plums. J. R. van Haarlem. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 64-65.
Fruit maturity indexes. Margaret Simpson. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 66-74.
The quality of dried prunes from Niagara-grown fruit. J. H. L. Truscott and Margaret Simpson.
Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 75-76.
Gas storage of peach. J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 77-78.
The Russet Bartlett pear. J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 78-79.
Favours and odours from yeasts. R. F. Crowther. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 80-83.
Retention of high quality in stored peach. J. H. L. Truscott and R. F. Crowther. Rept. Hort.
Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 84-93.
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Studies on the storage of yeasts. I.

A. M. Adams. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.

Studies on the storage of yeasts. II. A. M. Adams. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.

1953-54: 94-97.
1953-54: 98-101.

A simple continuous propagator for yeast. A. M. Adams. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1953-54: 102-103.
Some effects of Captan spray residues on sweet cherry fermentations. A. M. Adams. Rept. Hort.
Prod. Lab. 1953-54: 104.
Fruit maturity as indicated by juice viscosity. J. H. L. Truscott and Margaret Wickson.
Hort. Prod. Lab. 1953-54: 105-107.

Rept.

Bitter flavour in stored carrots. J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1953-54: 108-109.
Carbonated fruit beverages. Edgar Zubeckis. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1953-54: 110-116.
Ion exchange in fruit juice technology.
1953-54: 117-121.

Edgar Zubeckis.

Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.

Storage root rot of celery caused by Ansatospora macrospora (Osterw. ) Newhall.
Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1953-54: 122-127.
Fruit cocktail. Jean Clarke and J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.

J. H. L.

1953-54: 128-129.

Variety tests of grapes for wine. J. R. Haarlem, R. F. Crowther, and J. H. L. Truscott. Rept.
Hort. Prod. Lab. 1953-54: 130-152.
Note on the growth of flor yeasts. R. F. Crowther, and J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Can. Jour.
Agr. Sci. 35: 211-212. 1955.
Colour change in concentrated raspberry juice. E. Zubeckis. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.
Montmorency cherry beverages. E. Zubeckis. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.

1955-56:

1955-56:

Tests of cooling rates in 1956 experimental peach marketing containers.
Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1955-56:

J. H. L. Truscott.

Flor-type Canadian sherry wine. R. F. Crowther and J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.
1955-56:
Peach cooling in the Niagara area. J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.

1955-56:

Preservation by canning: fruit variety tests. Elizabeth A. Gullett and J. H. L. Truscott. Rept.
Hort. Prod. Lab. 1955-56:
Preservation by freezing: fruit variety tests. Elizabeth A. Gullett and J. H. L. Truscott. Rept.
Hort. Prod. Lab. 1955-56:
Cooking tests of apple varieties after storage. Elizabeth A. Gullett and J. H. L. Truscott. Rept.
Hort. Prod. Lab. 1955-56:
Acidified canned snap beans. A. M. Adams. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab.

1955-56:

Bulletins, Articles, Mimeographs
Frozen Foods (frozen fruits section). J. H. L. Truscott and M. Jean Clarke. Ont. Dept. Agr.
Bull. 504. 1955: 14-21.
Horticultural products laboratory. J. H. L. Truscott. Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1949-50: 39-42.
Grape processing by fermentation. J. R. van Haarem, R. F. Crowther, and J. H. L. Truscott.
Rept. Hort. Prod. Lab. 1951-52: 62-63.
Pectin references useful to industry. Margaret Simpson. Mimeo.
Wine making in small quantities. R. F. Crowther. Mimeo.
Procedures for making fruit wines. R. F. Crowther. Mimeo.
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1953.

1956.
1956.

FRAGMENTS
The accompanying items are of interest, each in its own way. Perhaps some
are not directly related to Station activities, but do have an indirect interest.
M. F. Rittenhouse Benefactions, Vineland Area
Earlier, (p. 8 ) it was noted that Mr. M. F. Rittenhouse, a native son deeply
attached to the Vineland community, presented the original Station property to
the Ontario government. This was only one of many gifts to his homeland. Others
included:
1886.
1890.
1890-93.
1904.
1905.
1908-12.
1912.

1915.

Public library.
Public school, assistance in building.
Public school gardens, 2 acres.
Victoria Hall and 5 acres.
Waterworks to school and Hall.
Drained, graded, macadamized 31/2miles of road, Clinton-Louth town
line (now Victoria Ave. ), and a 4-foot sidewalk, both from the lake to
No. 8 highway.
( a ) Public School "annex" building.
( b ) Land for driveway and drive sheds along railroad right-of-way from
Victoria Avenue east (loading platform area).
Vineland Cemetery.

These gifts had a value of some $100, 000 (the 1886 to 1915 dollar), a very
substantial amount in those days.
Underdrainage
"The first work undertaken was underdrainage. " So reads part of the Directors
report for 1907 (p. 9). Wages were somewhat different then than in 1956, but
so were the goods and services that "wages" bought.
The accompanying wage accounts are interesting. They covered the week,
July 29 to August 3, 1907. One account is for the "English" group, the other the
"Italian". The Italian group boarded itself, received 171/2cP e r hour. The English
group received 12 1/2 to 13 1/2 per hour, plus board. A Mr. R. Stenning evidently
boarded the English group, billed the Station on one occasion as follows—Aug.
16-31, 978 meals @ 162/3c,$163.00. The simple life. Little money, and few needs
—no cars, radios, T. V. 's, refrigerators, deep freezes, or innumerable smaller devices
and gadgets. Another 50 years?
Going back to the wage sheets, a hand-writing expert would probably say
that for the Italian team, two men signed for all nine. Probably only two could
write. However, at this late date, 1956, the Audit office may not be interested in
this bit of forgery.
This first underdrainage was mostly hand labour, with an assist in the early
stages of digging by a team and plow. By 1918, when 50 acres of the W . A.
Wismer farm, under lease to the Station, was underdrained, ditching machines
were in general use. But the early machines had no differential, and turning
involved considerable acreage and manoeuvring, plus an occasional slipped link in
the drive chain.
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Water Supply
Water was supplied to the Station from the local Victoria Hall—Rittenhouse
School system from 1907 to 1913. The Station installed its own system in 1913,
but maintained a connecting line with the "Hall" system so that either system could
feed into the other as the need arose.
The original Station installation was revamped and enlarged from time to
time to maintain an adequate supply of treated water for increasing Station needs.
There was a considerable enlargement in 1927, especially a coffer dam into the
lake—the "pier", now mostly a memory.
The most extensive changes in the system were made in 1937, when the
underground pressure tank was replaced by a redwood overhead storage tank of
32, 000 gallons capacity. This tank (19'6" diameter, 20' stave), erected on an 85-foot
steel tower, gave a steady water pressure of approximately 50 pounds throughout
the system.
Costs of the installation were—
Pier foundations
$
489. 50
Steel tower and tank
4, 869. 00
$ 5, 358. 50
Water line, 4", lake to cottages (2300')
Iron pipe
1, 382. 40
Digging trench
345. 45
Installation, supplies
573. 93
2, 301. 78
$

7, 660. 28

There was a special agriculture vote of $8, 000 to cover the installation. Contracts
were let and the installation supervised by the Department of Agriculture.
With minor repairs and servicing, this part of the system served Station needs from
1937 to 1951. However, by 1951 it was necessary to enlarge and modernize the
pumping installation, including new pump, filters, and chlorinating equipment.
Finally, September 1, 1952, the Station was attached to the recently completed
modern system of the Village of Vineland which system had been installed on
Station property made available to the village.
Three homes, not on Station property but directly across the town line in
Louth township, and owned and occupied by staff members of the Canada Fruit
Insects Laboratory, were added to the Station system in 1942-43.
Lake Shore Protection
In 1909, in an attempt to control erosion, a 60-foot pier was built opposite
Residence B - l l (Prior residence, 1956). In 1911, to the west of this pier, "several
hundred feet" of concrete blocks were bedded in parallel to, and against, the banks,
to test their value in preventing erosion. No permanent value. Waves washed over
and behind them.
These blocks were "made in sections 12 feet long, 4 feet high, 21/2feet wide
at bottom with front sloping back to 9 inches at top". Each section was anchored
with 5 pieces of iron pipe driven 12 inches into the shale lake-shore.
This early effort, although ineffective, was not costly. The 1911 dollar
purchased cement at 39c per bag, gravel at $1. 10 per yard delivered. The total
cost, including labour, forms, etc. was $374. 65, equal to $1. 50 per foot of "protection".
Plantings of willow "trunks", two to four inches diameter, were tried in 1920 ( ? ) .
The 10- to 12-foot trunks were sloped against the bank, the butt-end embedded
several inches in shale at water level. While growth started, the trees were unable
to establish themselves, even with considerable care from time to time. Eventually
they disappeared.
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ONTARIO

AGRICULTURAL

Q.C.CREELMAN.B.

COLLEGE.

A.. M. A.. PRESIDENT

GUELPH

August 8, 1907

N. S. P E A R T , B. S. A.
DIRECTOR

Wage account for underdrainage 1907, English group. The work was done by
hand labour, 121/2cper hour, plus board.
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August 8, 1907
H. S. PEART, B. S. A.
DIRECTOR

Jordan

Harbour,

Ontario.

Italian group underdrainage wage account, 1907. Pay rate 17c per hour and
board yourself. Cost of meals 50c per day.
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Starting in 1946, rip rap stone has been used extensively, using blocks of varying
size up to 5 to 6 tons each. The Station lake-front from Victoria Avenue to west
of the pumping plant is now satisfactorily protected. Amounts and costs have
been about as follows.
1946—600 tons @ 1. 80—$1, 080. 00
1951—600 tons @ 1. 80— 1, 080. 00
1952—250 tons @ 2. 10— 525. 00
1955_350 tons @ 2. 50— 1, 037. 00
$3, 722. 00
The Old Grand Trunk
In 1910 "the Department (of Agriculture) was successful in having the Grand
Trunk Railway erect and open a station on its line at Vineland". The Ontario
government advanced $3, 000 to the railway, this amount to be paid back when
receipts at Vineland and Jordan "exceeded the amount received in the previous
year at the Jordan station by at least $80. 0 0 . . . after being in operation only about
a year the business at the Vineland station was so great that the railway refunded
the money advanced, with interest".
Road Grant, 1916
The first of several annual $300. 00 grants was made by the Ontario Government
to help in the maintenance of the Clinton-Louth town line, the Rittenhouse Road
(now Victoria Avenue), from the lake to the Stone Road (or No. 8 Highway as
you may now prefer to call it). The grant was discontinued when the road became
part of the county system.
Government-owned Cars
The year 1915 marked the first purchase of a car for Station use. It was a 3-door
Chevrolet, purchase price $675. 00, complete with side curtains, acetylene lighting,
and tire-repair kit, the latter a "must".
By 1935 the government of the day decided that, generally, civil servants should
own cars, be paid on a mileage basis. That's the way it has been at Vineland since
then.
Trucks and Tractors
The Station purchased its first truck, a "converted" Ford in 1917. The lengthened
wheel-base necessitated a chain drive operating from the standard Ford rear
axle. This improvement ( ? ) over a horse-drawn vehicle was purchased in Toronto,
driven to Vineland in one day by the Station Director, required two hours for
emergency repairs at Burlington en route.
The first Station tractor, one of the first carload to come to the Niagara area,
an "original" wartime Fordson made in United States, was delivered to the railway
station at St. Catharines. Again the Director (the staff being small and unaccustomed
to driving mechanical gadgets) was honored, and brought the tractor home via
the Old Stone Road, metal tires and all. A bone-shaking experience, resented by
horses as well. On occasion the engine quit but was revived by cranking, without
physical injury.
Boarding Houses
In the early days most Station personnel, both technical and labour, were
single. The Lodge, with a dormitory "assist" from the second floor of the Administration
Building, accommodated the small technical staff and students. The Lake Shore
boarding house was used for labour. These two buildings were farm residences
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before the Station was established. They are now both well over 80 years old, have
been well maintained, and are still in good condition.
The Lake Shore boarding house, occupied by George Webb, teamster, was
privately operated by Mrs. Webb 1909 to 1917. In 1917 it was taken over by the
Station with Mrs. Webb continuing as housekeeper-cook. It was discontinued as a
boarding house in February, 1922, has been a residence for farm labour since then.
The Lodge, heretofore operating independently of the Lake Shore boarding
house, absorbed the latter in 1922, with Mrs. Webb in charge.
The "old" Lodge gave way to the present Lodge in May 1949. This new Lodge
has dormitory and dining accommodation for at least 20 single staff, plus housekeeper
apartments. The new Lodge freed the Administration Building of all use as
a dormitory.
Housing Accommodation
With staff increases—technical, clerical, labour—housing accommodation for
married personnel became acute. Situated in a rural area, it was seldom that a
house was available for rent or purchase. Also, it was the pre-car, poor-road era
so that quite local accommodation was imperative.
In these circumstances it became established policy for the government to build
houses on Station property, rent them to Station personnel. The first labour cottage
and the Directors Residence were built in 1909. The last house (for technical
staff) was built in 1948-49. By 1956 there was accommodation for nine married
technical staff, thirteen labour. With changing conditions—cars, roads, local house
building—the need for government-built houses no longer exists.
Hydro
In the fall of 1922 "Hydro" became a reality. For a year or so previously, a
steam-driven generator in the central heating plant had supplied power for lighting
only, and only during the night. Prior to that several buildings (Administration,
Directors Residence, Lodge, Barns) had been lighted by acetylene; other buildings,
kerosene lamps.
Ice
Harvesting ice at Jordan Harbour was an annual task of considerable magnitude
until 1936. The ice was used to refrigerate the Cold Storage, and to supply
house refrigerators of Station personnel, technical and labour. By 1936, Hydro
and electric refrigerators were taking over. One winter, 1932-33, was so mild there
was no ice harvest.
Moving and Renovation of Buildings
The present Repair Shed (blue-print designation A 13) originally was the
barn when the Station property was privately owned. It was re-conditioned for use
in fruit processing, particularly for shipment of canned fruit overseas during the first
World War. In 1921 it was moved from its original location (the present Canada
Fruit Insects Laboratory area) to its present location west of the barns.
In 1922 the second floor of the Administration Building was considerably
revamped to increase office accommodation. Previously, the south half of this floor
has been one large room, intended for use as a horticultural museum, actually used
in large part as a dormitory.
The old Lodge, now residence A 6, originally was located on the town line,
almost directly east of the Directors Residence (Extension Building as of 1955),
was moved to its present location in 1909.
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Federal Aid
Some small part of the Dominion Government's $10, 000, 000 vote, Federal
Aid to Agriculture, filtered down to the Horticultural Experiment Station. The
records indicate that the salaries of O. J. Robb and D. A. Kimball were paid from
it variously from 1915 to 1923.

National Service Camp
T h e camp at the Station was set up in 1918, for the ten "original" National
Service Girls, agricultural workers, World War One. Tents were provided for living
accommodation, kitchen and dining room in the Fruit Packing House. This arrangement
continued through 1919. Similar use was made of the Packing House during
the Second World War.

The Queen Elizabeth Way
The right-of-way, surveyed in 1937, absorbed about eight acres of the "Vic"
farm in Louth township. Since this eight acres was along the north edge of the
farm there was minimum interference with experimental work.
However, in Clinton township, Rittenhouse School annex was directly in the
right-of-way. The annex was moved to the south-east corner of the Station "home"
property in Clinton township, the necessary lot, 147. 77' x 350. 58', being deeded to
the school board. Deed No. 13460. Plan No. P-2115-5.

Fruit for Overseas
During World War One the Ontario Fruit Branch on behalf of the Government
collected and shipped large quantities of fruit for distribution among Canadian
Soldiers in hospitals overseas. Fresh apples were shipped in boxes. Other fruits
were processed at the Horticultural Experiment Station. Following is the summary
of the quantities processed at Vineland. (Hort. Expt. Sta. Rept. 1918: 39-40. )
1915—Canned peaches

20, 000 gallon cans

1916—Jams, jellies, peaches, apples, plums, pears
(32, 562 gallons peaches)

50, 000 gallon cans

1917—Jams, jellies, etc.

120, 000 gallon cans

The largest quantities being made up of
Peach jam, 6, 534 cans
Peaches in syrup, 45, 990 cans
Pears in syrup, 22, 752 cans
1918—Jams, jellies, etc.

50, 000 gallon cans
240, 000

Owing to congested transportation it was difficult to forward the output of
1917 and it was not all sent overseas until well on to the summer of 1918. Hence
the pack for 1918 was more limited. The Department, during the first few years,
distributed the fruit overseas through its own organization, but the pack of 1917
and 1918 was all turned over to the Canadian Red Cross at Canadian ports and
was distributed through their organization in Great Britain and France.
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